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ABSTRACT

The Role of Visual Art in k-5 Classrooms in

a

Midwestern School District

Alexis Zaccariello
Decemb er

2t,

2013

Leadership Application Project (EDC 585)

Art programming, both inside and outside of school, is beneficial to children. It is
beneficial becaus e art competencies promote higher order thinking, problem
solving skills, self-efficacy, and engagement. It has been shown, however, that
not all American students have access to quality art programming. If students are
not getting regular art programming from art teachers are they getting a version of
art instruction from their classroom teachers? In this study 56 elementary
teachers at a mid-westem school district were surveyed and interviewed on how

they have used visual art in the classroom. These teachers have varying degrees

of visual art experience and knowledge. However, they all agree on the value of
visual art and support more art programming in schools. A simple way to
improve the district's art program would be to support collaboration between art
teachers and classroom teachers. This may involve hiring more art teachers,

providing joint planning time, and altering daily school schedules. In reflection
the researcher was surprised to find a clear solution to mediocre art programming:

make better use of the art professionals that are already employed in the district.
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Chapter I : Introduction

Research tells us that instruction in the arts improves elementary students'

overall learning and achievement. We also know that there are not consistent,
high quality arts programs in all of our nation's schools. This paper will explore
the impoftance of arl instruction and the role that

it plays in student achievement.

I surveyed and interviewed elementary teachers from

a

mid-western school

district and found that the arts are highly valued. There was also an
overwhelming consensus that collaboration between teachers can facilitate
increased quality art programming. This school district's mission statement
embraces the theme of collaboration. It is not a stretch to think that changes may
be made in order to increase collaboration between art teachers and classroom
teachers in order to improve the district art program.
Students benefit from art instruction because creating artwork requires

many important skills: consistent effort, intuition, reflection, study and practice.
When making high quality artwork, an artist must do visual research, practice, ask
questions, critique the work and reflect on the work. The quiet time and space
needed for reflection is an essential step in the creative process and artists must
understand themselves well enough to be able to communicate their thoughts and

feelings (Gardner, 1994). Burton, Horowitz, and Abeles (1999) have found that
sfudents who receive high levels of arts-rich experiences succeed in all other
competencies regardless of their socio-economic background; however, this was

only true in schools where the afts experiences were "rich and continuous."
According to the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP),

2

not all students are exposed to an adequate level of art instruction. Often referred
to as the "Natiott's Report Card," NAEP summarizes the academic achievement

of U.S. elementary and secondary sfudents in all academic areas. The 2008 NAEP
in the visual arts reported an 89 point range between the highest and lowest
scoring students (I{AEP, 2008). This illustrates the discrepancy in art
opportunities for students. A reason for this imbalance could be inconsistent
implementation of the national art standards in our nations schools (Hatfield,

2007).It is clear that our national policies do not provide the structure needed to
expose all students to equal opportunities in art instruction, usually for economic

reasons. A few more art teachers and time for them to collaborate with classroom
teachers could make a huge impact on art programming and student achievement.

Although all art fotms are important, this sfudy focuses primarily on visual
art integration. Not all of the teachers that I surveyed and interviewed have
experienced visual art

irteg.afon

so

in some cases I refer to "art in the

classroom."

Art Integration
Gullatt (2008) refers to several ways that the arts have been included in
the current American curriculum: arts-based, arts-injected, arts-included, arts-

expansion, arts-professional, arts-extra, aesthetic education model and arts-

cuhura. Arts-based refers to the skills learned in art class that can be transferred
to other subject areas. Arts-injected refers to art activities that are used to support
the learning of other subjects. Arts-included refers to afis activities that are taught

alongside other subjects and are not necessarily integrated. Arts-expansion
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involves studying the arts outside of the school setting such as museums and other

field trips. Arts-professional refers to lessons that are focused on students who
are studying to become professional artists. Arts-extra refers to the use of arts in

extra-curricular activities such as band and school musicals. Aesthetic education
model defines the arts as a "way of knowing" and allows sfudents to construct

their own knowledge. Arts-cultura reflects a practice where the arts connect the
cultures of the world enables students to establish their own understanding

of

content. Gullatt states that any of these eight models can exist alone or in
combination with one or more other models.

A simpler explanation of art integration is expressed by Rabkin and
Redmond (2006): "an instructional strategy that brings the arts into the core of the
school day and connects the arts across the curriculum." Art integrated lessons
can be developed by artists and teachers who

work together to connect subject

matter with art projects. Examples of this may be a quilt made up of patches
representing main ideas of the Constifution of the United States, or the guidance

of students through an exercise of dancing out the shapes of letters.
Visual art is a perfect vehicle for acquiring knowledge. Constructivist
learning theory and other theories such as social development theory, situated
learning theory and collaborative learning theory are all theories that involve
processes of a social nature. The theorists who developed these theories

of

knowledge acquisition agree that learning takes place within a certain context and

culture. Learning is developed further by the ability to try out ideas, ref'lect on
how they worked and retry based on the outcomes. One can then conclude that

4

visual art is the perfect vehicle for the acquisition of knowledge (Catterall and
Peppler, 2007).

Within most theories of learning and motivation is embedded the concept
that human competency is tied directly to ones belief of self. Positive self-beliefs

affect an individual's beliefs "of their capacities to organize and execute the
courses of action required to attain designated types of performances" (Bandura,

1986). There seems to be no doubt that the arts are beneficial to students,
however, what's lacking is definitive research on how the arts affect cognitive
development (Catterall, 2007).

Art integration is one way that art can be incorporated into a school's curriculum.
Art integration is a symbiotic relationship between art and other core subjects
such as math, science or writing. An art-integrated lesson consists of objectives

that meet standards in art and the other core subject. Art integration can be
incorporated into a schools cumiculum by the involvement of classroom teachers,
art teachers, or outside arts practitioners.

A classroom

teacher is the expert in the

core curriculum. Through years of experimentation with the arts, collaboration

with the art teacher or professional development, the classroom teacher can
successfully integrate art into the core curriculum on a regular basis. The art
teacher is an expert in teaching visual art. Most

likely he would have received art

integration training in his licensure program. He could also develop these skills
through flirther professional development and collaboration with classroom
teachers. Outside practitioners may be experts in both visual art and the core

curriculum depending on their background and the training. A teaching arlist is
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someone who works as a professional arlist in the community and has been

trained specifically in art integration. Teaching artists can be especially helpful in

building enthusiasm and knowledge of visual art in schools. Art integration

has

been shown to positively effect students'motivation and enthusiasm in the

classroom. [t promotes a school culture supportive of and enveloped in the arts,
and

it is something that can be done without a lot of added time

and expense.

Art

integration requires a high level of collaboration between education professionals
and as a result art can be a foundational part of the grade level classroom.

Purpose Statement

This study will assess the current role of art integration in a medium sized
mid-western school district that I will call Redmond Schools (RS). It will answer
the following questions: what is the classroom teacher's knowledge of art and art

integration? How is visual art used in the classroom? Is visual art integration
being used in the classroom? Do teachers have the desire to incorporate more

visual art into the classroom? What do teachers need in order to incorporate more
art into tlre classroom?
[mportance of the Study
The infonlation from this study

will

be useful to

all educators and

administrators in the RS. It has the potential to impact all the children in RS. It

will bring

awareness to those who advocate for the arts and equip them with more

information. It will inform educational professionals of the current practices and
attitr,rdes

of the current RS, K-5 teachers and reveal trends that exist in the district.

The findings can be presented to district leadership as a way to enhance

6

instructional practices and ignite increased interest in art. It may also serve as a
vehicle for uniting creative teachers and giving them a platform within the district

community. There is also the potential that other studies will be done as an
extension of this one (ie. the role of music integration in the RS) or the same
study done in other districts.

l
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Chapter 2: Review of the Cunent Literahrre

As a practicing artist and someone who has taught art integrated programs
for over ten years, I assume that everyone knows the benefit of art. However, this
may not be the case. I know that art is important because is has been a vital part

of my upbringing and education; however, not all children are exposed to art and
therefore not everyone considers it vital in a child's education. In order for my
research questions to be viable, I must show that the arts are indeed integral to a

child's development and education. This has been shown in case studies
throughout history and continues to be shown through empirical research
conducted today. I believe Rabkin (2A06, p.4) is right when he says, "...the best
arts integration programs are developing a strategy that is helping to close the

achievement gap even as it makes schools happier places,"
We need to improve art programming in our nation's schools. In this
chapter I will provide research that supports the value of art in school. I

will

begin by outlining a brief history of art programming in American schools. Next,

I will summarize current educational policies in the arts. Lastly, I will provide

multiple accounts and studies of how art impacts people and their education. A
strong case for art programming can influence school districts in adopting art

friendly practices.
A Brief History of Art in Education
Understanding some of the history of art education will create a context

for its current role. Heilig, Cole and Aguilas (2010) offer

a

timeline of events that

contributed to the flux of art education in the schools from the end of the 19tl'

B

cenfury until today. At the turn of the 20th cenfury art became accessible to the

middle class. It was no longer considered a luxury that only the rich could enjoy.

It also became

a curricular objective that was separate from industrial

arts. At this

time Dewey developed his approach of Progressive Education. He theorized that
children need an education that is authentic and develops creative and critical

thinkers. In the 1930's art was seefl as a way to contribute to other subject areas.
The importance of art was acknowledged by many. Vygotsky theorized that
students construct their own knowledge through active learning, and art was an

integral part of this process (Darby and Catterall ,1994). Heilig, Cole and Aguilas
(2010) continue to say that due to economic constraints art programs were cut

during the Great Depression and WWI. However, this changed in the 1950's with
the economic boom.

Art programming held a higher status until the creation of the Russian
satellite, Sputnik. Americans then put a heavy focus on math and science, moving
art education to the background. Starting in the 1960s there was a movement to
create federal art education policies, Then in the 1980s, the head of the National

Education Association (NEA) created a very small art budget. In 1990 there was
a stronger federal influence and art educators were more vocal about making art

part of the core curriculum. The struggle to recognize the value of art has been an
ongoing process. It continues to gain momenfum in the area of policy making.

However, it is unclear whether more children are being exposed to quality art
programming as a result.

I
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Current Educational Policies in Art
Our educational system is currently implementing No Child Left Behind

(NCLB) policies. Although the government acknowledges the importance of art,
the effects of NCLB have not been advantageous to art programming. Teachers
are struggling to help

all students meet academic goals in reading and math. In

the race to meet these goals, and in times of economic cut backs, art programs in

schools are often the first to be eliminated (Gullatt, 2008). Funding is taken away

from art programs in order to fund math and reading assessments and create
mandated improvement plans. Students who do not meet the end of year
measures in core subjects are often removed from art classes in order to receive

remedial instruction in math and reading (Beveridge,20l0). What

hold? President Obama

has made education a

will

the future

priority and says that he believes in

the education of the whole child (Beveridge). This may fair well for art

programming in the schools.
The federal government has created some policies that are meant to
enhance art education, however they may not be resulting in increased student

achievement. These policies include national art standards, national art
assessments and high school graduation

have been adopted by many states,

requirements, Although these policies

it is hard to see how they are actually

impacting student learning.
The National Standards for the Arts have been adopted by most state
education departments, however there is no way to measure how many of the

nation's eight-two thousand schools have implemented these standards (Hatfield,

r0

2007). It is clear that not all students are receiving a consistent art education

(Hatfield). A study conducted in Louisiana showed that26,375 out of the 37,222
eighth graders who were surveyed in the 2007 -2008 school year received no art or
music programming. Only 609 students received both (Baker, 2012).
There are also national assessments in the arts. The National Assessment

of Educational Progress (NAEP) is the first national art assessment. This
assessment is a huge step in validating the area of art education. The NAEP Arts

Report Card is beneficial in two ways. It assists teachers in assessing their
students, and

it is aligned with the National Standards for the Arts. This impacts

teachers' and schools' ability to guide their own assessment practice. However,
the Arts Report Cards fails in other ways.

It does not report to the American

public whether students are meeting any of the art standards. Also the assessments
use very small sample sizes.

In

1997

it sampled a group of 2,500 eighth graders

(Hatfield,2007) and in 2008 it sampled a group of I ,900 eighth graders (NAEP
report).

Lastly, the US Department of Education did recommend that high schools
require art credits for graduation in an attempt to prepare students for college.
The affects of these recommendations are undetermined. Following are some
statistics that show the inconsistency of the effects. There are ten states that
require art credits for admission into their colleges and 32 states that require art
credits for high school graduation. However, sixty-five percent of colleges that

look at GPA of incoming students do not include the art grades in that GPA

(Hatfield,2007).
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Art Vital?

Art is important because it is a vehicle of human expression. Anderson
(2004) claims that artists make meaning through the creation of art. Ideas,
emotions, and the physical act of creating are combined to represent something

meaningful. This idea is then shared with another. Therefore, art facilitates
expressive and receptive communication about the world around us. For some
people art is their most meaningful from of expression.

Art is important because it requires that we understand the world around
us. There is a certain o'real-world" authenticity that is needed in order to create
meaning in a work of art. When creating, an artist has to manipulate materials
and

objects. He also has to have a good enough understanding of his

environment and his culture in order to represent it with meaningful symbols.
Creating aft causes people to study their surrounding environment and culture
more closely.

Art is important because it helps people develop their problem solving

skills. The creation of artwork is in itself an act of problem solving.

"Perhaps

the most striking characteristic [of art] is the tendency of making the system to

combine isolated acts, once they have been ...mastered, into more complicated
sequences, often ones that are hierarchically ananged" (Gardner, 1994, p.59).

A

work of art changes as the creative process takes form. The creator does not
know the final form that the artwork will take. Therefore she must employ a series
of problem solving skills that evolves with the piece of artwork.

Augubrrg Cotloge Ubrary
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Art is important because it

causes the artist to become more self-aware.

Creating artwork takes consistent effort, intuition, reflection, study and practice.

All of these practices present opportunities for self-awareness. Artists learn that
in order to be successful they must embrace failure. An artist must understand
herself enough to be able to communicate her thoughts and feelings.

Art is important because is has a positive effect on human development.
The creation of art for its own sake is important because of the effect that it has on
the human

spirit. Artists search for ways to represent what is in their mind and

heart. Anderson (200a) shtes several reasons why we make art: to study
something visually, to stimulate memory and reflection, to search for order, to
experience

joy, and to express oneself. Rabkin and Redmond (2006) state the

importance of art in stimulating emotions and neuro-science research has linked
emotions to essential components of the mind. Dissanayake (1995) claims that
pleasure is nature's way of attracting us to skills that ensure our survival. Art
helps us come to intensely personal conclusions through whole body, mind and

spirit activities. Art processes enable sfudents to take risks and face uncertainty.
Rabkin (2006) refers to the claims of Gardner and Anderson when saying that art
represents a competency that exists in the general public and all children must

have access to it in order to fully develop their talents.

How does art programming positively impact student learning?

Art provides authentic learning and allows sfudents to create products for
a

meaningful audience. Rabkin and Redmond (2006) refer to the pioneering work

that is being done in the Chicago public schools, Curriculum is being developed
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by artists. They teach core curriculum standards and art standards simultaneously

in a fluid and seamless way. Rabkin and Redmond give examples: journal writing
paired with sketching or reading literature and looking at a work of art. "Setting
these parallel processes in motion appears to generate a cognitive resonance

between the fwo subjects, deepening the learning in both" (Rabkin and Redmond,

p.3)

In art integrated classrooms observers noted that learning tasks were

connected in a clearer and more meaningful way to students'own experiences.

The arts integrated approach therefore leads to an authentic use of knowledge in

meaningful ways as opposed to just a reproduction of knowledge.
David E. Gullatt (2008), a well-published veteran in the field of education,
has reviewed literature and research that examines the benefits

of art to learning.

He refers to the work of many scholars in the field of art integration and cites
many benefits. Art can be a way to respond to and synthesize what has been
learned in the classroom (Davis, 1999). He includes the ideas of

Elliott Eisner,

a

prolific researcher and thinker in the field of art integration (Smith, 2005). Eisner
believes that all children need skills that art provides such as being able to analyze

different styles of communication within varying cultures and eras.
Students enjoy

art. "Those who have created

a

work of art can attest to the

pleasure that results," states Tom Anderson a Z4-year veteran of art education at

Florida State University and also named Art Educator of the Year by the National

Art Education Association (Professor, 2009). Eisner says that art has been shown
to increase motivation in the classroom and enhance comprehension. When
engaged in art activities sfudents are more focused on what they are learning.

Art

t4
can also be a vehicle for learning interpersonal skills, strengthening memory, and

increasing attention. The sfudy of the art of various cultures has been shown to
help students gain respect for different cultural and ethnic groups. Art promotes
higher order thinking and improves spatial and logical mathematical reasoning

(Eisner, 1998).

Art instruction creates an atmosphere of learning between students and
between the students and the teacher. During the art process the creator must step

back, analyze and reflect on the work that they are creating. Students have the
opporfunity to have their efforts recognized and guided by an expert, their peers
and other adults. The creation of art gives students a chance to talk publically
about their work and critique the work of others (Catterall and Peppler, 2007).

Art helps sfudents envision something that they may have never

seen.

Catterall and Peppler (2007) suggest that art enables students to make judgments
when there are no rules imposed on them. They have to learn to deal with
uncertainties and ambiguities. They also state that there is a connection between

creativity and independence, thus reflecting a high self-regard.
Measuring the Impacts of Art Education on Children

Burton, Horowitz, and Abeles (1999) conducted a study on 2000 fourth
through eighth-grade public school students. They measured the amount

of

exposure that students had to art programming in school. They used a variety

of

measures including: the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking to measure creative

thinking abilities; the Self-Descriptive Questionnaire to measure self-concept; the
School-Level Environment Questionnaire to evaluate aspects of school climate;
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the Teacher Perception Scale to measure teacher's judgments on qualities such as

risk-taking and creativity of individual children; the classroom Teacher Arts
Inventory assessed teachers' practices and attitudes regarding the arts; the
Students Arts background Questionnaire to determine how much arts contact they
had in school. They also interviewed school administrators, general classroom
teachers and specialty teachers in the area of science, math and language. Over
the two-year span of the study, the researchers spent many hours observing and

talking to children, teachers and administrators as well as examining field notes,
sfudent artwork, writing and photo-documentation of in-school activities. The
numbers of art experiences offered at the sample schools varied from zero to four.
The sfudents who were engaged in a high amount of art programming scored

significantly higher in all the measured areas than those who had low exposure to
arts programming. The high art programming group came from schools that had

more innovative teachers and greater student support. This study gives evidence
that learning in an environment rich in art is beneficial to children.

Melnick, Witmer and Strickland (2011) also found significant differences
between students who receive art classes and those who don't. They conducted

a

longitudinal study that followed 21,000 children from kindergarten through eighth
grade. They found that students who were involved in art classes outside of
school showed significantly higher results in all reading and math competencies.

They also found that students who had no art classes in school rated significantly
lower in all reading competencies and 8 out the 10 math competencies.

16

Catterall and Peppler, (2007) in their research project entitled Learning in
the Visual Arts and the Worldviews of Young Children, explore the effects of art
integrated programming on third grade classes from inner city schools. The
programs were provided by ICA Inner City Arts (ICA) and Center for
Contemporary Arts (COCA) located in Los Angeles and St, Louis, respectively.
The researchers used a survey instrument that was administered to the test group
and comparison group before the start of the programs. They gave

it again around

25 weeks into the programs. Catterall and Peppler found that a majority of the

children in both program groups experienced an increase in a self-worth. More
than half of the program students made gains in beliefs of self-efficacy. Between

one-third and one-half of students in the program groups gained in scales
measuring creativity. These programs can be used as models for successful arts
programming.
What Should be Inclctded in Quality Arts Programming?

ICA and COCA employed enthusiastic and skilled teachers who
understood youth. They had high-quality equipment and workspaces, and

physically attractive environments that displayed

a plethora

of student artwork.

These programs encouraged peer critique and facilitated discussions of higher

order ideas like symbolism, relations of form and function, and the aesthetics

of

line and color.

Hatfield (2007) corroborates the importance of quality instructors, with
high quality teacher training, when he refers to studies by Anderson, McRorie and
Eisner (1998). They sfudied 124 graduate programs and found that most of the

t7
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leading art education doctoral programs do not require teaching experience of

their professors.

"If

art teacher education faculty have little or no practical

teaching experience, how can they participate actively in the now typical K- l2
and university collaborations such as professional development schools and

university partner schools?" (Hatfield, p.12)
Burton, Horowitz, and Abele (1999) suggested, as a result of their study,
that an ideal educational setting would include the following elements: continuous

instruction in several art forms, quality art instructors, collaborative relationships
and scheduled time for collaboration between classroom teachers and art teachers,
and administrative support for scheduling extended periods of time for arts

instruction, Students must have access to local cultural organizations. Schools
high in art demonstrated flexibility, knowledge and openness in the way that
teachers delivered and planned their instruction. Schools with quality art

programs viewed art as neither ancillary) nor core, but rather "participants in the
development critical ways of thinking and learning." (Burton et al. 1999,p.44)

Gullatt (2008) says that a high quality art program must include a clear
focus, employ higher order thinking skills and present sfudents with the

opporfunities to solve complex problems. He lists three qualities of effective arts
programs: a) students should know what it feels like to transform their thoughts
and ideas into an art form, b) students should experience a greater awareness

of

the aesthetic qualities that exist around them in the world, c) students must gain
an awareness of the connection between the artwork being created and the time
and context in which

it is created. He also lists a set of behavioral outcomes he

l8
believes are essential to a high quality art program: a) an openness of the student

to imagine potential possibilities, b) an attraction of the sfudent to explore the
unknown especially if it presents challenges, c) a gained student awareness, of the
diversity of perspectives celebrated in art. Gullatt believes that quality art
programs should employ professional artists and art organizations within the

community.
Anderson (200a) describes a process that art instructors should employ
when working with students in the area of art instruction. This process involves
assisting students in finding a conceptual focus and encouraging them to use
appropriate materials. Next, art instructors should help students build on their
background knowledge and encourage them make personal connections to the

work of art. Lastly, the instructor should guide students in making decisions
about media, and demonstrate a variety of work strategies to assist with

experimentation, problem solving and risk taking.
Summaryt of Current Literature

Art

has had a profound effect on our culture and

society. It is an essential

element of the human experience. Children who are enrolled in quality art

programming enjoy higher levels of school success. They are also able to
navigate their inner lives and the world around them with greater ease. The
research that I have presented above supports the findings of my study. The

surveys and interviews that I have conducted
mid-r,vestern school

will illustrate the role of art in a

district. I have concluded that art programming in this district

should be improved in order to increase overall student success.

l9
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Chapter 3: Methodology

Parlicipants
Des

cription of Survey

P articipants

The sample consists of 56 Redmond School (RS), K-5, licensed teachers
who responded to an online survey. There were 48 classroom teachers:

5

kindergarten, 15 first grade, 7 second grade, 7 third grade, 5 fourth grade, and 9

fifth grade. There were

I teachers who teach multiple grades: 2 media specialists,

an ESOL teacher, a reading teacher, a special education teacher, a physical

education teacher, a music teacher, and one unknown. There are 309 elementary
teachers in RS. Thirty-fwo males and two-hundred seventy-seven females. The
age range is from 23 to 70 years.
D es

cription of Interview

P

articipants

Of the 56 people who completed the survey 11 agreed to participate in the

interviews. Ten were selected,, to be interviewed, based on scheduling
convenience. The interview participants taught the following grades: 2 rn
kindergarten, 4 in first grade, 1 in second grade,
and

I in ESOL.

I

in third grade,

I in fourth

grade

The majority of people who agreed to be interviewed were

people who knew me. They had a variety of experience with art. These teachers
were veteran teachers. Their years teaching ranged from 9 years to 23 years. Of

the l0 teachers 8 have had experience teaching multiple grades.
D

es

cr ip

tio

n of E nviro nment

The study took place in a mid-western town of approximately 100,000
residents. The city is consistently growing due to the ongoing expansions

of
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medical facilities, technology based companies, and supporting businesses.
RS has the seventh largest enrollment in the state. There are around 20
elementary schools, 5 middle schools, and 3 high schools. The District also offers
alternative and choice schools.

RS's educational program is designed to reach all students, including
those with special needs. RS's goals are to promote high student achievement,
create a safe and welcoming learning environment, and operate facilities

effectively and efficiently. All schools must support these goals and are expected
to have an improvement plan. RS student-achievement levels are consistently
above state and national averages. Eighty-five to ninety percent of graduating
seniors pursue post-secondary education. Starting in2007, the school district

implemented a strategic plan to close the achievement gap between minority
sfudents and white students. During the 2008 -2009 school year RS was able to

make gains in closing the gap in the areas of reading and math.

In 201 1 , members of the school district and the community developed

a

new strategic plan. This strategic plan coincides with the results of this study.
The results of this strategic planning were as follows: 1) The mission is to inspire,
challenge, and empower all students with the knowledge and skills required to
reach their

full potential, to contribute to future generations, and to become

involved members of a global community. 2) The strategic objectives are that by

20ll , all students will

a) demonstrate and promote cultural understanding of self

and others to become involved members of a global community. b) Identify,

develop and apply their personal talents to contribute positively to future

2l
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generations. c) Create and pursue their individual evolving road maps that
empower them to reach their full potential. 3) The following strategies

will

be

used: create a collaborative learning environment that uses best practices to
ensure that all students achieve our strategic objectives, expand and enhance our

community partnerships to fuIfilI our mission and strategic objectives, and inspire,
challenge, and empower all current and future employees to model our core
values and achieve our mission. 4) It is also stated in the strategic objectives that
we will not a) adopt any new program or service unless it aligns with and
contributes to our mission, b) allow an existing mind-set to prohibit us from
creating ways to address when, where, and how learning occurs, c) allow
behaviors that limit our possibilities, and d) allow behaviors that diminish the
value of any person. I

will

address this strategic plan again in the discussion

chapter as it supports the proposals that I make.

Following are some other pertinent facts about RS that support my
findings. RS employs 1,134 teachers and 960 support staff; it has an annual
general fund of $141,741,390; it spends $8,690 per sfudent annually; it has a

minority enrollment of 26.5o/o; and27.7o/, of its students are eligible for free or
reduced

lunch. In 2006 they had

19 finalists

for the national Merit Scholar

Program. Thirteen percent of the student body is English Speakers of Other
Languages (ESOL) learners. There are 65 languages spoken in the district and 66
countries of origin. Thirteen percent of the sfudent body has special needs
encompassing l4 disability groups (RS website,2009). It is important to note that
the district has a socially and culrurally diverse student body, and has a history

of

')'l

LL

high student achievement. The district has been working on closing the
achievement gap between white students and students of color. The proposals I
make in chapter 5 will address this.
The

Art Department
RS has B full time elementary art teachers for the 20 elementary schools.

Art is a licensed area of teaching and is a required core subject in the state
Education Standards. A bachelor's degree with a major in studio arts and a license

in teaching art is required to teach art. Each of the art teachers is licensed to teach
art in grades K-12 and many also have a master's degree. The majority of the
teachers have been teaching art

for

15 years or more.

In RS the elementary sfudents receive art once every six days for 45
minutes. The students receive 32 art classes in a school year. Each of the art staff
teaches in several buildings.

RS elementary art curriculum is based on the elements of art and the State
Standards for Visual arts. The standards based curriculum gives them a strong

artistic base for their teaching. Each art teacher is able to design lessons to suit
each class and level of teaching. They incorporate lessons into the core

curriculum and also design classes that reach the areas of art that are not
represented in other core subjects.

**

Materials

Surveys

I used SurveyMonkey (https://www.surveymonkey.com/), a free online
questionnaire tool, to create and send out the survey to the teachers (see Appendix
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is an easy tool to use. I created an account with a username

and password. Then, I followed step-by-step instructions to create a

questionnaire. First, I created a "new survey." Then, I went to "survey options"
to select the desired features. I.-lext, I went into "edit survey" in order to create all
the questions and choose the appropriate responses. Then, I chose'osend survey."

I copied and pasted the URL link from the online tool onto the email that I

sent

out to teachers.

I used the RS email system, Microsoft Exchange, to send the survey link
and consent form to teachers. I was given permission to send this email to all

elementary teachers in the district. This includes all K-5 classroom teachers and
special area teachers.

Interviews
I used the iMovie software on my MacBook Pro laptop to record the

interviews. The camera was facing towards me so only the voice audio was
recorded. I used Microsoft Word to take notes from the audio recordings, write
the questions, write the consent forms and analyze the data. I used Microsoft

Excel to organtze rny survey and interview data.
Procedures
Overview of Survey and Interview Design

This was a qualitative study exploring the art integration practices of K-5
elementary teachers in RS. The sfudy took the form of an assessment and

included two steps. The first step was purposeful and criterion based because it
included all K-5 general education classroom teachers. Teachers were
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electronically mailed a link to a seven-question survey through SurveyMonkey.
The questions addressed visual art or visual art integration in the classroom;

training teachers have had in visual art or visual art integration; and the benefits of
using visual art or visual art integration in the classroom. At the end of the
survey, teachers were asked if they would be willing to participate in the

interview phase; and if so, gave their name and contact information.
The second step involved interviewing teachers. Ten teachers were

interviewed about their attitudes and practices in art integration why they do or do
not use visual art in the classroom. Teachers were chosen for the interview
because they were

willing to participate. Interviews took place in a local coffee

shop or a classroom, they were audio recorded, and a prescribed battery

of

questions was asked. I asked follow-up questions based on the type of responses
given.
Length of the Study

I received IRB approval from Augsburg College on June 20,Z0l
Appendix

B). I received

I

(see

permission from the school district on July 26,201 1 (see

Appendix C). I sent out the teacher surveys on January 24,2012. I began the
interviews on March 30,2012 and completed them on May 3,Z0lz.
How

I

Collected the Data
The first step of this study was an online survey (see Appendix

A). I sent

an invitation through email to all K-5 licensed teachers in RS (see Appendix

D). I

sent the same email out a second time second 2 weeks later to thank those who
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had responded and remind the others that they still had an opportunity to

participate.

In the email I included some background on the study, a consent form, and
the URL link to the survey. It was stated that

if

the participant chose to complete

the survey there was implied consent. The survey included the following

defrnition of arts integration: "Arts integration is an approach to teaching in
which students construct and demonstrate understanding through an art form.
Sfudents engage in a creative process which connects an art form and another

subject area and meets evolving objectives in both." -Kennedy Center for the Arts

It also included the following questions: l) What grade do you teach? 2)
What is your knowledge of visual art? 3) What is your knowledge of visual art

integration? 4) What is your experience using visual art in the classroom? 5)
What is your experience using visual art inlegration in the classroom? 6) Have
you collaborated with other teachers to provide visual art integration lessons in
your classroom? The teacher was able to pick from one of 5 possible choices and
also had room to write comments. The last question asked the participants to

provide their contact information if they were willing to be a part of the interview
phase. I had a one sheet report for each of the 56 participants. The responses were

recorded in the online tool SurveyMonkey. I was able to access them and print
them from SurveyMonkey.com.
Eleven teachers volunteered to participate in an interview. I contacted
them through the contact information given on the survey. I gave them a brief

overview of the interrriew questions, told them how long the interview would
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take, and asked for a preferred time and place to meet. One of the I

I volunteers

was not able to schedule a meeting because of her schedule.

At the interview location, before beginning the interview, I thanked the
participant for being willing to participate in the study and gave them an overview
of what the interview would entail. I told them I would be recording the interview
and asked

if they had any questions? Then I asked them to read and sign the

consent form (see Appendix E).

The following questions were asked. 1) What do you teach? 2) How long
have you been teaching? What grades and subjects? 3) Where did you receive

your teacher training? Undergraduate/ graduate/ post-graduate? 4) What's your
personal philosophy of teaching? What drives you each d,ay? 5) Where and when

did you receive most of your training and/or experience in art? Family, school, inservices etc...6) Describe one or two of the most meaningful art experiences you
have had in your classroom. 7) What is your understanding of the term art?

Art in

the classroom? And visual art integration? 8) Do you have a desire to include

more art experiences in your classroom? What would you need in order to make
this happen? The interviews ranged in length from l0 minutes to 30 minutes
depending on the length of the responses.

All of the responses were recorded on iMovie under an identification
number. Other then the voice recording no other identifying information was
recorded.
4nalysis

Qualitative and quantitative data collection were essential to the success of
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this study. Quantitative data was collected in order to describe the group

of

participants and their general experience, knowledge and training in visual art and

visual art integration. Qualitative data was necessary in order to gain an
understanding of individuals'beliefs about visual art and visual art integration.
Stories and anecdotal data was essential in order to determine the quality of art
experiences taking place in their classrooms. I compared the teachers as a whole
and I compared teachers from various grade levels. I also converted the numbers

into percentages (see Appendix F).
Analysis of Survey Data

I began the analysis by printing and sorting the survey responses.
SurveyMonkey provided me with one page report from each participant. The
page consisted of the questions and the responses. I sorted these pages into grade-

level groups. These reports were essential when looking at an individual
participant's responses and comparing their responses to different questions. This
report also gave data when comparing the survey and interview responses of an

interview participant (see Appendix G).
SurveyMonkey also provided me with 4-page report listing the percentage
and number of people who responded to each question and how they answered
(see Appendix

H). Using this report I created a chart to categorize the responses.

This allowed me to look at the data by grade level and type of response. I was
able to make some generalizations about the group and grade-level groups. For

example, I could immediately see that no one considers them-self an expert in the
area of art or art

integration. I could also see that more than 70% of participants
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consider themselves novices or having no knowledge in both art and art

integration. Next I took the data from each question and created two bar graphs:
one with numbers and one with percentages. The graph with percentages
represented all the answers in one bar delineated by colors (see Appendix I).

Analysis of Interuiew Data

I began by listening to the audio recordings and typing the responses
verbatim into a graphic organizer (see Appendix J). I wrote an identification
number for each teacher at the top of each column. Each question was written to
the left in descending

rows. I put all the responses to the teachers' questions in

the row coffesponding to that question and the column coffesponding to their

identification number. Then, I highlighted and wrote important symbols on the
graphic organizer so they would pop out. The areas that I focused on were: grade

level taught, level of education and type of art training, number of years teaching,
sfudent centered language, enthusiastic language, art specific language, survey
responses, and resources needs to use more art in the classroom (see Appendix

K).
I used the following rationale for marking the data. I wrote the grade level
at the top of each column in orange, the number of years teaching in purple and

the level of education in green. In the responses about teaching philosophy, I

highlighted any sentences that contained the word student to measure how sfudent
centered the philosophies were. The responses to art training and experience were

highlighted with 5 different colors delineating the type of art training and
experience. I wanted the range and number of art experiences to be very clear
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because I felt that this area had the most impact on a teacher's current practices. I
also circled each negative comment and wrote the total underneath the responses.

I believe that negative comments are indicative of a teacher's self-confidence.
The responses that described the most meaningful art experiences gave me

information about the type and quality of art instruction and the teacher's own
level of enthusiasm.
For the question about training and experiences, I highlighted different
experiences in different colors. Yellow was for elementary school or high school.

Orange was for youth outside of school. Blue was for work as a teacher. Green
was for adult outside of school. Purple was for teacher training or college

courses. I circled any negative comments about their own ability in blue ball pint

pen. I also made a separate little chart to help analysis their experiences (see
Appendix L).
For the question about the most meaningful art experiences in the
classroom, I highlighted enthusiastic words or phrases in yellow, counted the total

for each teacher and wrote that below their responses. I also wrote what type of
experiences I thought they were below their responses and highlighted them

accordingly. I highlighted art-integration in purple; art for arts sake in orange;
and art to support the curriculum in blue.

The next question asked the participants to define the terms art, art in the
classroom, and art integration. For art and art in the classroom I highlighted in

yellow any words that I felt gave an accurate description. For art integration I
highlighted text that demonstrated a lack of understanding in orange, and text that
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demonstrated an understanding in purple. In these three sections I also wrote the
responses to the survey questions in blue highlighter. I wanted to see

if

the

responses they gave me in person were consistent with how they responded on the
survey.

The last question was about resources they would need in order to use
more art in the classroom. Below their responses I wrote out the resources they

would need in pen and highlighted it with the correlating color. I used orange for
time, purple for art curriculum, yellow for training, and blue for collaboration. I
also wrote in survey responses about collaboration.

If I noticed something interesting or unique, then I circled it and wrote a
note. For example at the very bottom I wrote that the ESOL teacher had a unique
perspective. For the ease of analysis I kept the colors to a minimum and the notes

f'
concise. Next, I studied the graphic organizer at length and wrote out all of
connections and themes I could

findings.

find. I drew idea webs in order to prioritizemy
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Chapter 4: Findings

The purpose of this study is to understand the role of visual art integration
at the elementary level in Redmond Schools. After an analysis of current

literarure, I conducted a short teacher survey and performed ten teacher

interviews. This study will answer the following questions: What is a classroom
teacher's understanding of visual art? How is visual art used in the classroom? Is

visual art integration being used in the classroom? And do teachers have a desire
to include more visual art in the classroom? I will begin by reporting the survey
data. Then I

will report the themes that emerged from

the interviews. This study

is focused on visual art only, not music, dance or other art forms. Therefore,
when I use the term art I am referring to visual art. The term visual art

integration means that a teacher is teaching a lesson that is addressing a visual art
objective and another curricular objective such as social studies, math or language
arts.

Survey Data

Fifty-one teachers responded to the eight question survey. The majority of
teachers were first grade teachers. The teachers who teach multiple grades are

labeled "other."

Figure 4.L. Grade levels taught by survey participants.
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The survey asked the following questions: What is your experience using

visual art integration in the classroom? What is your experience using visual art in
the classroom? What is you knowledge of visual art integration? And lastly, what

is your knowledge of visual art? Most of the teachers consider themselves
novices in al1 areas (see Figure 4.2). Teachers feel more confident about their

abilities in visual art rather than visual art integration. Fourteen percent of the
teachers consider themselves as having no knowledge of visual art, whereas 29

o/o

consider themselves having no knowledge of visual art integration.

Figure 4.2. Teacher Responses to Survey Questions
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Number of Teachers

Collaboration has emerged as an important theme in this srudy. The

following graph displays the number of teachers who have collaborated with other
teachers to provide art integration lessons. Of 56 teachers who responded to the

survey, more than half of them reported having had experience collaborating with
another teacher to provide art integrated lessons.
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Figure 4.3. Percentage of survey participants who have collaborated with

other teachers to implement art integrated lessons and the frequency of
this collaboration.
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Interview Datn

As

a

follow-up to the survey I interviewed ten of the survey participants.

Ten survey parlicipants volunteered to participate in the interview. There were no
other criteria used to select the interview participants. The participants were

interviewed one-on-one in a private setting. Each interview lasted from 10-30

minutes. The questions were designed to draw out information about the art
background of the participants, the art experiences they have had as teachers in
the classroom, and their desire to use art in the classroom in the

furure. Follow-

up questions were asked in order to detennine whether these teachers have been

involved in implementing art integration lessons. In the following sections I will
outline the general education history of the interview participants. Then, I will
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give an overview of their personal history in the arts. Last, I will review the
visual art experiences these teachers have had in the classroom. I have assigned
each teacher a number to assist in reporting and to maintain confidentiality.

Teaching Experience

Figure 4.4. Number of years teaching.
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Figure 4.4 gives you the years each teacher has taught, however I would

like to point out a few other pieces of data that stood out to me as being important

for this section. Three of the teachers have had unique experiences that inform
their approach to teaching and affect how they view art in the classroom. Teacher

t has been teaching

for 23 years and has reported having had a lot of experience

collaborating with other teachers. She takes advantage of opportunities to
collaborate with others and uses the expertise of others to inform her practice.
The theme of collaboration was very evident in this teacher's comments and I
believe that greatly impacts her approach to teaching. She made the following
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comments: "My largest experience with art was at... [school name] when I

worked with...[teacher name]. She would use literature to support art. It was

collaboration." In response to what were the most meaningful experiences you
have had she said, 'owhen... [teacher name] and I were teaching together and did

the art and literature nights for families."
Teachers 2 and

t have been teaching for the least amount of time, 9 years.

However, they both came into teaching later in life after having had another
career and raising children, respectively. I believe that this is important because

the life experiences outside of teaching gave them unique and arguably a more

well-rounded perspective when entering the field of education. Teacher 2 said, " I
have an undergrad in communications...I have had many previous lives to this

one." Teacher 9 said "I have done tons of craft projects with my kids at home."
She recognized that as a parent the arts were important for her own kids and she

had hands-on practical experience with that before entering the field of education.

Teaching Philosophy

When I asked the teachers the question "What is your teaching
philosophy?" I also asked "What is it that drives you each day?" A teaching
philosophy is a person's approach to teaching. What principles guide their
instructional practice? All of the teachers have child-centered philosophies. This
means that they put students

first. Seven of the teachers

stated that their primary

concern is figuring out the best way to teach their students and they enjoy seeing

their students' learning. Teacher 1 said,

"All students

can learn and I am

committed to making that happen using every possible strategy and intervention.
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Teacher 2 said,
said,

"I love trying to figure out how to teach

"I like to see the struggling

learners get

each

child." Teacher 3

it and blossom." Teacher 5 said,"

Seeing kids respond and knowing how they can grow or want to

light the fire and where to take them once the fire it

lit."

grow. How to

Teacher 8 said, "My

philosophy is to focus on the child and get to know each child as an individual
and then try to meet those needs." Teacher 9 said," To know that

I can make

a

difference to help these students achieve what they need to be at grade level."

And lastly, teacher 10 said, "To see the kids learn."
The three remaining teachers had a slightly different focus in their

philosophy: teacher 4 focuses on making her students feel safe and comfortable.
She said

,"I want them to want to be here. I want to be a constant for all of the

kids no matter what their background

is." Teacher 7 loves children, she said ," I

love the kids. I hope that we are looking at the way that kids are growing and not
measuring them all the same." Teacher 6 said,

"I could name specific students

who keep me coming back,"
Education Level

The education Ievel of the teachers that were interviewed is high. Of
the two teachers who do not have Master's degrees one of them has two
bachelor's degrees and the other one has taken graduate level courses (see
Figure 4.51.
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Figure 4.5. Level of Education of the Interview Participants.
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Experience in the Arts
The fifth question that I asked interview participants was: "Where did you
receive most of your training or experience in art?" I gave them some examples:
projects you did with your family, art classes in grade school or graduate school.

I categorized their experiences into five areas: 1. Art classes in elementary and
high school, 2. Art experiences as a youth outside of school (girl scouts, camp

etc...), 3. Art classes in college or graduate school, 4. Art experiences as an adult
outside of worlCschool (pursuing their own artistic endeavors in classes or
independently), and

5. Art

categories the teachers

experiences at work/classroom. Determining which

fit into

gave me an idea of the breadth of each teacher's art

experience. In addition, at this point in the interview most of the teachers voiced
their opinion about their own artistic

ability.

The negative comments they made

seemed to prequalify what they may have considered to be inadequate experience.
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Therefore,, in Table 4.1

| have also recorded the number of negative comments

made by each teacher.

Table

4.l Teachers' experiences in art and the number of negative comments

made about their own art ability.

Categ8ries of Art Experiences

Teachers 2 and 6 have the broadest experience in art, meaning that they
have had experience in a variety of settings. They reported experience in four
categories. Neither of these 2 teachers said anything negative about their art

ability.

It is important to note that a couple of teachers reported not

remembering whether they had art classes in elementary school, high school or
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college. Not remembering could be

a result
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of not having had art experiences,

memory alone, or a result of having had arts experiences that were not engaging
enough to stick in their memory. Teachers 4, 9 and 10 didn't mention any
experiences from their youth at

all.

Teacher 4 had the highest number of negative

comments and teacher 9 and 10 each had one negative comment. Teacher 3

didn't mention any art experiences as an adult and didn't have any negative
comments. Teachers 1,4 7,8,9 and 10 all said something negative about their
artistic abilities such as "I can't draw" or

"I

am not

talented." These teachers

either had no art experience as youth or experience in only one area like in school
or outside school, but not both. Teacher 4 said two negative things about her

artistic abilities. [n fact, she said more about what she couldn't do then what she
has experienced. This teacher had no art experience that she could remember as
a

youth. Teachers 2, 5 and 6 didn't say anything negative about their artistic

abilities and had youth art experiences both inside and outside of school. From
this it seems that art experiences during youth cause adults to be more positive
about their own artistic ability. I could take this a step further and say that adults

who had art experiences as youth are more confident in their art abilities. Art
experience in adulthood did not seem to impact the number of negative comments
made.

Meaningful Art Experiences in the Classroom
The types of classroom teaching experiences the participants had with art

fit into three categories:

1.

Art integratian.2. Art

as a means of expression,

creativity and confidence building. 3. Art that supports or compliments the
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curriculum. I consider art integration to be the most meaningful experience for
the students because it provides integrated objectives, hands-on learning and the

opportunity for sfudents to express themselves. I consider art as a means of
expression, creativity and confidence building to be the second most meaningful
experience for the students because they are learning more about themselves and
experiencing self-expression. Although it has its place, I consider art that
supports or compliments the curriculum to be the least meaningful for students
because is simply engaging them in fine motor activities. ln this study I am

focusing on art integration and trying to understand what teachers need in order to
provide these types of experiences for their students.
Figure 4.6. The types of meaningful art experiences the interview

participants have had as teachers in the classroom.

DArt Integration
ts

Art to support Curriculum

B

Art as Expression

Three of the teachers use art as a support to the curriculum. One of the
teachers does

it in a very intentional way to help certain

students learn specific

concepts. The other teachers use very prescribed cut and paste activities that go
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with the topic that they are studying. For example, if a class is studying the life
cycle of a butterfly they might cut out photocopied pictures of each stage, color
them in and paste them onto

a

photocopied wheel.
Table 4.2 Positive words and terms teachers used when describing their art

experiences in the classroom.

In an attempt to measure teacher excitement about these art experiences I
counted the number of positive words or phrases they used in their descriptions. I
have documented the exact words in Table 4.2.Teacher

I

used 6 positive words

or phrases. Teacher 2 used 4 positive words or phrases. Teacher 9 and

positive words. Teachers 5, 6 and 8 used

1

l0

used 3

positive word or phrase. Teachers 3,

4 and 1 did not use any positive words. The three teachers who did not use any
positive words or phrases were also teachers who had not had any experience with
art integration.
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Art

Terms

In order to quantify the participants' art knowledge, I asked them to define
three art terms. The first term is art, the second is art in the classroom and the

third is art inlegration. When defining the term "art" all of the teachers used
predictable language and gave examples of art. Some of the responses included:

"A

use of explaining the world through peoples eyes and visiofl,"

broad view in what I consider

"I have a very

art...," and "a form of expressing yourself."

Teacher 4 and 10 said one word: fun and creativity, respectively. Overall, I was

surprised that there wasn't any mention of the art elements like line, color, shape,
or texfure.

Eight out of the ten teachers gave me, what I considered to be,

a

knowledgeable description of art in the classroom. Art in the classroom would

include any art activities that classroom teachers use as part of their instructional
approach. Some of their descriptions included "creating things," " using multimodalities to share who you are," and "little projects that we do." Two teachers

didn't give me a definition: teacher 4 described how she feels when she hears the
term art in the classroom. She said

"if I present it, it is not the same

as someone

with a strong art background would present it...it makes me panic because I don't
have any [art] background." Teacher 2 described a project that she would like to

do.

She said,

"I would like to see it more frequently...There was something that I

wanted to do...You dip strings in cornstarch and wrap it around balloons.,.I have
new ceilings that I can't hang them from."

*
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The term art integration was understood by fewer teachers. The term art

integration means that a teacher is teaching a lesson that is addressing a visual art
objective and another curricular objective such as social studies, math or language
arts. Four teachers weren't familiar with the term they said things like o'I don't

know what that means" or " that's not a term I would use on a daily basis." Five
teachers gave a good description of art

in to make your lessons more

integration. Teacher 2 said "bringing art

full. Like attaching

art to the side of the brain that

the kids wouldn't get exposed to by reading alone." Teacher 5 gave a very

detailed description including examples of art integrated projects. She had a lot

of

enthusiasm in her voice. She said things like "Express their creative side in multi-

modalities...anything that would be able to express a different way to assess how
a sfudent learned something.

...Let's use the arts to share out some of the

characters....Have writer response to the story and have a movie advertisement ."
Teacher 6 said, "Teaching art with the curriculum and also using art to teach the

curriculum." Teacher 9 said" art is associated with learning. Integrating any kind
of curricular learning with any kind of art project." Teacher 10 said, " Integrate

with social sfudies or science." Teacher 8 gave me a description that stumped me.
Her description stood out as being unique. She is a teacher who is skilled at

collaborating with others and takes advantage of other's expertise. Her
description was as follows "collaboration with someone." The teacher with the
most to say about art integration was teacher 5. She was also the only teacher of
the ten interviewees who considered herself proficient in the area of arts

integration on the initial survey. When asked "What is your experience using
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visual art integration in the classroom?" She responded that she was proficient
(see Figure 4.2).

Desire to Use Art in the Classroom

All of the teachers
said

had a desire to use art in the classroom. One teacher

"A lot of it comes down to who my kids

are and what they need. I wouldn't

add [art] just to add."
The other teachers mentioned wanting to increase their use of art and
mentioned that they would need more time both for planning outside the school
day and instruction during the school day. Teacher 2 said "I have to wait for the
perfect day to do an art activity. .. [so I am not] cramming it down their

throats...or putting it on top of [something else].
Teacher 3 said that she needs "another half hour in the

duy. I don't think

we have time to do that....It would have to be created for the teachers so that the
materials and everything is ready to go."
Teacher 4 said, "Time and I would need instruction and expectations

of

what to expect from the students. . .."
Teacher 6 said, "get rid of AYP,

... [name of reading curriculum] and ...

fname of math curriculum] and extend the school day by 45 minutes."
Teacher 7 said

" I would like to include a little bit more of everything, but

I would need to find the time to leam about those things so that I can use it in the
classroom.... I would like to find the time to learn new things so that I can bring
quality experiences into the classroom."
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time....I would have to study

more how I would incorporate. We just don't seem to have the time. It used to be

more apart of the curriculum.... now we don't have time to do it."
Figure 4.7 reflects the resources that teachers said they would need in
order to incorporate more visual art in the classroom. Some teachers mentioned
more than one. Overall, it is clear that the biggest need is time for planning and

instruction.
Figure 4.7.Teachers said that these resources would enable teachers to use

more art in the classroom.

More flexible
core cu

Art

3

Collaboration
Collaboration has emerged as an important theme in this study. When
teachers collaborate

with each other, preparation time

decreases, professional

development increases, instructional planning is intentional, and students benefit

from the richness of fwo experts. The concept of collaboration came up often
both in the surveys and the interviews. Teacher 8 said in response to the terms
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"art in the classroom" and "art integratioil", " Collaborating with someone with
more expertise to enrich the classroom.... My ideas are somewhat basic. I need
someone else to bounce ideas

off. I need permission to do it. If I am doing an art

project it might not be deemed worthy to spend time doing

it."

She also

mentioned that the most significant art training she received, and the most

meaningful art experience she has had in the classroom both came from

collaboration. She said, "'When I was working with

. . . [teacher

name] to do

family nights we had some of the richest arts experiences." She also said that her
"largest experience with art was working with... [an art teacher at the last school
she was at]. . .. She worked to develop art to support the classroom. She

use literature to support the

would

art.... It was collaboration."

Teacher 5 mentioned that her most meaningful art experience was

collaborating with an art teacher. She said "...[We would] make language arts
come alive we had to make it applicable. We did a research project on Australia,

We let kids pick groups based on what they had to offer...and at least one piece
that used the arts. We did one every year and the whole school participates."
Teacher 9 said that, due to the preparation needed, she would need

" ...an

art teacher to collaborate with to help out with the prep."
Teacher
wish.

. . [teacher

I mentioned wanting to collaborate more. She said, "I
name] could come and do it with me more."

The results of the survey show that six of the ten interview participants
have had the experience of collaborating with others to provide arts experiences.

All of the teachers, who have experienced doin g art integration, have experienced
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curriculum, reported never having experienced collaborating with others to
provide art integrated lessons.
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Chapter 5: Discusslon

Introduction
Teachers value art because they can see the impact that it has on students
and their learning. Creating afiwork requires many important skills: a) consistent

effort, b) inruition, c) reflection, d) study and e) practice. When making high
quality arfwork, an artist must do visual research, practice, ask questions, critique
the work and reflect on the work. The quiet time and space needed for reflection

is an essential step in the creative process and artists must understand themsetves

well enough to be able to communicate their thoughts and feelings (Gardner,
1994). Burton, Horowitz, and Abeles (1999) have found that sfudents who receive

high levels of arts-rich experiences succeed in all other competencies regardless
of their socio-economic background; however, this was only true in schools where
the arts experiences were rich and continuous.
Since the implementation of No Child Left Behind policies, teachers are

struggling to help all sfudents meet standards set by the federal government.
Schools are feeling the pressure to close the achievement gap and use researchbased practices that work for all sfudents. More instructional time is spent on

becoming proficient in reading and math, and the "fun" activities don't make the
cut. In the race to meet these goals and in times of economic cut backs, art

programming is usually the first to go. This is illustrated clearly in the Redmond
Schools (RS) where there are

I

fulltime elementary art teachers for 20 schools.

This means that on average each teacher has2.5 schools. Some of these schools
have more than 800 students. Not only is the art teacher not available to
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collaborate with classroom teachers but also he may also be limited in the rype

of

lessons he delivers due to the numbers of sfudents he serves.

Art

has been shown to help close the achievement

gap. Art professionals,

namely art teachers, have the expertise needed to implement high quality, rich and
continuous art experiences. Could art actually be an opportunity rather than a

barrier to increasing achievement? If art standards are met in the schools will
children be more likely to master math and reading competencies? Can art
standards and academic standards be met at the same

time? Could this be the path

to achieving quality art programming without sacrificing the time and focus on
the academic subjects? Could this also engage students to a higher degree and
create more enthusiasm for learning? Could RS follow the lead of other districts

that have been successful in using art integration? Rabkin and Redmond (2006)

talk about the Chicago public schools. Artists and teachers are developing and
teaching curriculum that meets core standards and art standards simultaneously, in
a

fluid and seamless way. Rabkin and Redmond give examples:journal writing

paired with sketching or reading literature and looking at a work of art. "setting
these parallel processes

in motion appears to generate a cognitive resonance

between the two subjects, deepening the learning in both" (Rabkin and Redmond,
p.

3).

In art integrated classrooms observers noted that learning tasks were

connected in a clearer and more meaningful way to sfudents' own experiences.

Another observation was that sfudents created products for a meaningful
audience: peers, family and the greater community.

Art integration leads to an

authentic use of knowledge in meaningful ways, as opposed to just a reproduction
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of knowledge. Rabkin and Redmond state the importance of art in stimulating
emotions and neuro-science research has linked emotions to essential components

of the mind.
This chapter contains an overview of the research study, a summary of the
findings, conclusions and limitations of the study, and recommendations for
future study. My final proposal states that if classroom teachers collaborate with
art professionals on a regular basis, then art programming and core instruction

will improve. I will outline this in my recommendations

section.

Overview of Study
The purpose of this study is to assess the current role of art integration in

K-5 classrooms in RS. It will answer the following questions: What is the
classroom teacher's knowledge of art and of art integration? How is art used in
the classroom? Is art integration being used in the classroom? Do teachers have
the desire to incorporate more art into the classroom? By being aware of teacher

knowledge, awareness, and implementation of art we can begin to understand the
impact or potential impact art can have on sfudent learning. By understanding
teacher needs we can make changes in the system to help support more effective
art programming.

The information from

fiis

srudy will be useful to those who write and

implement curriculum and make policy decisions for the school district. This
study has the potential to impact all RS students. It

will bring

awareness to

decisions makers about how art is implemented and supported in

RS. This study

may also serve as a vehicle for uniting teachers and art professionals. If a body is
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formed for the advocacy of meaningful and effective art programming, then real
change may occur. There is also the potential that other studies

will

be done

either in RS or other school districts.
The results from this study were obtained in three stages. The first was
asking all K-5 teachers to complete an eight-question survey. Second,

l0 of the

teachers who responded to the survey volunteered to participate in a one-on-one

interview. Lastly, the survey and interview responses were analyzed to find
themes.

Summary of Findings

Fifty-one teachers responded to the eight-question survey. Teachers
spanned all grade levels with the majority being from first grade. Four teachers
teach multiple grade levels. Forty-nine percent of the teachers responded that

they are novices in their level of art knowledge and using art in the classroom and
L4% said they had no knowledge of art or experience using art in the classroom.

Eighteen percent felt that they had no knowledge of art integration and

3

1% said

they had no experience with art integration in the classroom. It was interesting to
note, however, that 52% of the teachers have collaborated with others to provide
art-integrated lessons in their classrooms.
The results of the interviews showed that all of the interview participants
have high levels of education, have student centered teaching philosophies and
have had some experience in
and saw

it as an integral

art. It was clear that all of

the participants valued art

aspect of a child's education. It appeared that a teacher's

own childhood experience with art irnpacted their level of knowledge and
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experience using art in their classrooms.

All of the teachers

said they would like

to use art more in the classroom but would need more resources such as training
and time for planning and

instruction. The importance of collaboration emerged

as one of the most relevant themes in this study.

Conclusions
Research tells us that instruction in the arts improves elementary sfudents'

overall learning and achievement. We also know that there are not consistent,
high quality visual arts programs in all of our nation's schools. This study found
that although teachers in RS value art and the richness that it brings to a student's
education there are many barriers to the implementation of art instruction and art

integration in the classrooms. In this section I will discuss the three major
themes that emerged from the data and discuss their relevance to RS.

Three important themes emerged from the data: a) collaboration is
essential to the implementation of rich and continuous art experiences, b) teachers

who didn't have art experiences as a child lack confidence in and knowledge of
art, c) teachers need more time to prepare for and instrucl art lessons. Of these
three themes, collaboration is the most important. I believe this because
addressed then it

if it is

will alleviate the issues that the other two themes raise. If more

art teachers were hired they could collaborate with classroom teachers. This

would enable classroom teachers to implement art integration because they could
have assistance with preparation and increased availability to an expert. I
discuss this in more detail in the recommendations.

will
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James S. Catterall, a professor of Urban Schooling at UCLA, advocate and
researcher in the field of arts integration has published case sfudies of arts

integration programs in urban settings (Catterall, 2009). Catterall and Peppler
(2007) observed that the arts allow students to integrate new learning with
previous knowledge. The arts create an atmosphere of greater learning in the
classroom befween sfudents and between the students and the teacher. During the
art process the creator must step back, analyze and reflect on the work that they
are

creating. The creation of art gives the creator a sense of control over his or

her surroundings. Students who create works of art in the presence of an expert
have the opportunity to have their efforts recognized by an expert, peers and other

adults. The creation of art gives students a chance to talk publically about their
work and critique the work of others. The arts also help students envision
something that they may have never seen. Catterall and Peppler also state that the
arts enable sfudents to make judgments when there are no rules imposed on them.

They have to learn to deal with uncertainties and ambiguities. They also state that
there is a connection between creativity and independence and thus reflects a high

self-regard. The above statements support that the arts build self-confidence and
allow students to step out on a limb and make connections and conclusions
befween people and concepts.

Collaboration
Collaboration has emerged as the most important theme in this study.
When teachers collaborate with each other, preparation time is shared,
professional development increases, instructional planning is intentional, and
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sfudents benefit from the richness of two experts. As mentioned above, teachers

who lack the confidence and knowledge in art can lean on those with more
confidence and expertise. My study found that teachers would like the

opporfunity to collaborate with art experts to share providing richer art
experiences for their sfudents.

The concept of collaboration came up both in the surveys and the

interviews. The results of the survey show that six of the ten interview
participants have had the experience of collaborating with others to provide art
experiences for students. This means that collaboration promotes and supports
the use of art in the classroom.

All of the teachers who have had experience

doing art integration have had experience collaborating with others. This suggests
that art integration is more likely to be the result of collaboration. Therefore,

if

we provide teachers the opportunity to collaborate, then they will be more likely
to be involved in the highly beneficial approach of art integration.
The three teachers who use art to support the curriculum in a more

superficial way, like cutting and pasting coloring pages, reported never having
had experience collaborating with others to provide art integrated lessons. To me

this suggests that on their own teachers may not have the resources to provide rich
art experiences. The resources may include time, planning, knowledg*,
confidence or materials. However, if they have the opportunity to collaborate

with an art expert they would then join the group above who has been involved in
these experiences.
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In conclusion I believe that collaboration is essential to art integration for

five reasons. l) Collaboration allows a teacher who is lacking knowledge,
experience or confidence in art to lean on another teacher who does. If an adult is
given permission to explore and make mistakes their confidence

will no doubt

increase. 2) Collaboration reduces preparation time of purchasing materials,
prepping the matenals and the room, and writing a thorough lesson plan with

explicit instructions. When two or more individuals prepare for an activity
together they can divide up the responsibilities and cut down on the amount of

time each is spending in preparation. 3) Collaboration promotes professional
development. Both teachers can learn from each other through on-the-job

training. Teachers are modeling for one another and advising one another. The
less knowledgeable teacher may ask crucial questions to make the

activity more

explicit to students. The more experienced teacher will foresee the challenges and
help build confidence and promote problem solving. 4) Collaboration causes

planning to be intentional. When teachers teach together they have to plan
together. The planning sessions encourage the teachers to make intentional
decisions about what and how they will teach. When planning for art integrated
lessons two objectives must be met: art objectives and another content area's

objectives. These objectives must be clearly stated to the students and clearly
assessed to ascertain their
assess

acquisition. Art is an excellent way to authentically

acquisition of information. For example if a sfudent is asked to draw the

scene from a book

it becomes evident whether the sfudent really understands the

details that were written by the author. 5) Students benefit from having two
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professionals in the classroom. Two teachers will provide more hands-on
assistance; they

will have two different personal perspectives; they each will

have

expertise in different academic areas. The positives of collaboration are ample. I

will

address this topic further

in the recommendation section.

Teachers Need More Time
Teachers can always use more time to plan and reflect with their
teammates, prepare quality lessons, communicate with parents, and complete
grades and report cards. There are many other incidental things that need be done
as

well.

So

it is not surprising to me that the teachers I interviewed said that there

isn't enough time to plan for art lessons. It's also hard to find

a

block of

unintemrpted time during the school day for art instruction.
Preparation needs for art lessons vary based on the activity, but they all
require supplies. Some lessons may only require a notebook and a pencil, but
other lessons require more supplies. Following is a list of needed preparations:
1.) Plan the supply

list and volunteers, 2.) Purchase the supplies, 3) set up the

space, move desks, or cover desks

with drop cloths 4.) Supply paint shirts for

"messy" projects, 5.) Plan explicit instructions of procedures and clean up.

A block of time during the school day would facilitate
and clean

up. The teacher may

set up,

work time

need some time for set-up when students aren't in

the class. If the students are at lunch or special during this time, it may end up

affecting the teacher's lunch and prep time. A teacher could also have the
students help with the set up but of course that would eat into valuable

instructional time. It is also important that students get a chance to display and/or
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talk about the work that they have created. An activity may end up taking a half-

day, A teacher with little or no experience will need time to learn about the
procedures and supplies. There is also the pressure from administration to be

making the most of instructional time. It is frowned upon if teachers are taking
away from math and reading instruction to have "fun."
There is a time and place for simple drawing activities that require a pencil
and paper. It is essential, however, for students to get their hands dirty with clay,
paper machier, or a sewing

project. These types of projects expose students to

new materials and encourage problem-solving skills. These are the types

of

experiences that can be meaningful and create a life long memory. Now imagine

that this indelible memory, formed by manipulating novel materials, is connected

to a science concept or a piece of literature. Teachers should have the freedom to
choose activities that meet the instructional needs of the students and not reject

activities because of a lack of time.
Teachers need time for planning and lesson preparation outside the school

day and within the school day. Teachers can use personal time, take paid leave,
or find creative ways gain prep time. Principals may extend recess, or ask
specialists to cover classes so that teachers can plan.
Teachers need more time for art instruction. The increased emphasis on

reading and math standards takes time away from what teachers consider to be

"fi.rn" activities. One teacher mentioned extending the school day by 30 minutes,
or reducing the math and reading curriculum. Another option would be to
integrate art into the core curriculum. Art could be used to assess reading or
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math, understand perspective in literature, and demonstrate problem-solving skills

in social studies.
Collaboration can provide more time. When two teachers collaborate the
load is cut in half. The art specialist would also be cutting down on the classroom
teacher's planning time because of the knowledge, materials and prep time that is
available to her. While the classroom teacher is introducing the students to the
concepts and building schema the art teacher could be prepping the space. While

the art teacher is presenting the explicit procedures, the classroom teacher could
be asking clarifying questions. During the activity there are two sets of hands in
the room to assist sfudents and answer questions. While one teacher is facilitating
a

reflection of student work the other could be cleaning up or taking notes for

follow-up lessons.
The Impact of Childhood Experiences on Teachers

An interesting finding of this study was the impact of childhood art
experiences on teachers. Teachers who had art experiences both in school and out

of school as youth are more knowledgeable and confident in their art abilities. I
believe this because those teachers made no negative comments about their own

artist abilities. They also rated themselves as having a higher level of proficiency
on the survey. The teachers who didn't have any art experiences as youth said 1 or
2 negative things about their own art ability and rated themselves as having very

little or no knowledge of art, on the survey. From these findings I conclude that
art experiences in youth are very important. Why are they so important? I have

outlined the reasons below.
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Art experiences help us become more confident.
Tom Anderson a24 year veteran of art education at Florida State
University and also named Art Educator of the Year by the National Art
Education Association (Professor, 2009) says that the arts help us come to
personal conclusions through whole body, mind and spirit activities. The arts
enhance a sfudent's ability to express him or herself and enhance their own sense

of identity. Arts processes enable students to take risks and face their sense of

uncertainty. He believes that it is this uncertainty that keeps us moving forward.
This is a claim that art helps us to become more confident human beings.
Catterall and Peppler (2007) observed that the arts allow students to
integrate new learning with previous knowledge. The arts create an atmosphere

of greater learning in the classroom between students and between the sfudents
and the teacher. During the art process the creator must step back, analyze and

reflect on the work that they are creating. Sludents who create works of art in the
presence of an expert have the opportunity to have their efforts recognized by an

expert, their peers and other adults. The creation of art gives students a chance to

talk publically about their work and critique the work of others. The arts also help
students envision something that they may have never seen. They also state that
there is a connection between creativity and independence and thus reflects a high

self-regard. The above statements support that the arts build self-confidence and
allow students to take risks and make connections and conclusions between
people and concepts.
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Art instruction helps create better thinkers who (tre empathetic of other
cuhures.

The arts can be a way to respond to and synthesize what has been learned

in the classroom (Davis 1999). Eisner believes that all children need skills that
the arts provide such as being able to analysis different styles of communication

within varying cultures and eras (Smith, 2005). The arts have been shown to
increase motivation in the classroom and enhance comprehension. When engaged

in arts activities students are more focused on what they are learning. The arts
can also be a vehicle for learning interpersonal skills, strengthening memory, and

increasing attention. The study of the arts of various cultures also has been shown
to help students gain respect for cultural and ethnic groups different from their

own. The

arts promote higher order

thinking and improve spatial and logical

mathematical reasoning (Eisner 1998). The above statements claim that art helps
students become better thinkers and more empathetic of other cultures,
Students who are involved in the arts perform better in many other qreas.

Burton, Horowitz, and Abeles (1999) conducted a study on 2000 fourth
through eighth grade public school sfudents. They measured the amount

of

exposure that students had to art programming in school. Over a two-year period

they used avanely of measures, interviewed school administrators, teachers, and
sfudents as well as examining field notes, student artwork, writing and photo-

documentation of in-school activities. The students who were engaged in a high
amount of art programs scored significantly higher in all the measures than those
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who had low exposure to art programs. The above study supports the idea that
students who are involved in art perform better in all of the areas measured.
Why do

art experiences have more of an impact on children as opposed to

adults?

I found in my data that teachers who had broad experiences as adults still
didn't seem to have positive things to say about their own abilities. One

re?sorL

may be that children can potentially be exposed to art everyday in school,
whereas, adults don't have the opportunity for that kind of exposure.

A second

reason may be that a developing brain is more impressionable than one whose

neural pathways are more established. A third reason may be that children may'
have less inhibition and are more

willing

to

jump into the unknown and take risks.

Adults, who have little experience in an area may have more apprehension and
fear and may avoid new and unknown experiences. Lastly, it may be that

if

adults are provided with rich and continuous art experiences their confidence and

ability may increase. This could be accomplished by providing teachers the
opporfunity to teach side by side with an art expert.
Recommendations

After making the above conclusions I wanted to talk to an art teacher to
hear about her experiences in the

district. I asked them

district. I contacted three art teachers in the

a combination of the

following questions: How many

students do you have? How many schools do you teach

in? Where does your

expertise lie? Do you have training in art integration? Have you ever
collaborated with classroom teachers? Do you now? Why or why not? How
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much have things changed in the district? The responses I received support my
recommendations and emphasize even more the importance of improved art
programming.
The first art teacher I spoke with said that she teaches approximately 900
sfudents in three schools. She is on a six-day cycle and is at each school for 2
days of that

cycle.

She has to complete report cards

for all 900 kids. She would

love to be able to collaborate with teachers more, but doesn't have the time. She
says that she loves making connections between art and other subject areas and
she believes that these connections really help students. She said that divergent

thinking is very important to develop in kids. During most of the day students are
expected to perform convergent thinking: the entire class comes to the same or

similar conclusions about an issue (ie. the correct answer). But in art, students
have to do the opposite. They each have to come up with a unique way to solve'

the creative problems that face them. This is a case where we do not want the
answers to be the same. She says that problem solving is developed when kids
are doing

art. These skills can be applied to other

areas

of their lives.

The second art teacher is retired but continues to work in the schools as a
substifute art teacher. The most successful art programming she has been involved

in was when she collaborated on thematic units with classroom teachers. She said
that after a few years of implementation teachers became part of a team and
valued each other equally. This was successful at several schools in the district.
Her schedule was not based on teacher prep times, but was created to provide an

effective and efficient approach to teaching the units. She said that people do
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well when they work together to help advance kids. They all have the joy of

learning. When this changed in the 1990's

she actually had a student load

of

1900 students. She saw each sfudent every 2 t/zweeks. She recommended that

a

program be developed where the art teacher is vested within the building. They

would have time to work with teachers and plan.
The third art teacher I contacted responded to my questions via email. She
has a Bachelor's in
She has taught

Art E,ducation and a Master's degree in Teacher Leadership.

pre-K and elementary school for 18 years and high school

17

years. The best memories she has are when she collaborated with classroom
teachers to do art integrated focused units. She says, "'When the students were

studying Egypt, we were doing Egyptian art. When the students studied fish, we
made florescent painted fish.

with

a

I created an aquarium in the showcase complete

black light. It was awesome. It was collaboration all the way." She

mentioned that the art, music, PE teachers provide contractual prep time in the
elementary schools and that recently art was reinstated in middle school because
the schools were not in state compliance with requirements in arts.

Provide Each School with One Art Teacher

Let's imagine if each elementary school in RS had one art teacher that
remained at that school all day. Following is a list of things that the teacher

would be able to provide to that school: a) relationships with students and
families, b) relationships with teachers, c) advice about materials usage and art
lessons, d) in-house professional development, e) collaborate with instructional
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planning and instruction, f) assist with school environment and school wide

projects. I will expand on each of these items below.
Relationships are a very important aspect of education. As teachers it is

important that we have a relationship with the students and the families. It is
important that there is a bridge between school and home. This helps with
consistency, trouble shooting and overall happiness of the student and family.
Parents want to feel that their child is being cared

for. The art teacher is someone

who already has a relationship with these students but is not able to develop them
because of limited time and exposure. There are always students who really

connect with art. They love to spend extra time in the art room and perhaps check

in with the art teacher at the beginning and the end of the day. If the art teacher is
not there, then these sfudents miss out on that role model.
In order for teachers to collaborate they need to have a relationship with
one another. They need to spend time together and get to know each other.
Teachers have conversations anytime they get together whether it be in the lunch

room, before or after a staff meeting, during a work duy, during planning time,
and before and after school. The more the art teacher is present the more they

will build a relationship with the other teachers. This relationship begins the
process of planning together, sharing resources, and tackling common problems.

It was clear from my data that many teachers felt that they had little
knowledge about art and how to use it in the classroom. An art teacher could be
an in-house professional developer. She could present short lessons at staff

meetings. She could push into to classrooms and teach an art lesson as a
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demonstration. She could also co-teach with another teacher on a regular basis,.
This would provide professional development for both of the teachers.

If

the art teacher was available more she could provide advice about

instructional ideas and materials. If a teacher really wanted to do a project that
was connected with their unit the art teacher could help them make a materials list
and make suggestions as to how to approach the project and perhaps even help

with the instructional planning and teaching.
Professional learning communities (PLC) have become an important part

of a teacher's preparation and reflection process. Grade level teams meet twice

a

month to discuss data, brainstorrn, propose ideas, discuss challenging students and
reflect on things that worked from past lessons. The art teacher could be a part of
these PLCs. She could help plan a social studies unit and offer ways that art

could support the unit. She might suggest a hands-on activity to support students
in acquiring new knowledge and she could propose a creative way of assessing
student knowledge. She may also take this a step further and co-teach the class.

Lastly, I am proposing that a fulltime art teacher could enrich a school's
general environment. The art teacher could be a great resource and help for
school wide projects. This would help build school spirit and pride. It would also

provide an opportunity for sfudents to work on enrichment projects. This woulcl
be especially meaningful for those students who are kinesthetic and visual

learners. The art teacher could also help coordinate the visitation of guest artists,
artists in residence and art based assemblies.
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It is clear to me that

a

fulltime art teacher with great knowledge and

expertise can enrich a school in so many ways. Although this would require hiring
more art teachers I think that this arguably one of the easiest solutions to increase

collaboration between art teactt'brs and classroom teachers. Upon completing this
paper I would like to present

it to the RS school district and advocate for change

in art teacher scheduling and hiring.
Ensure That Art Teachers and Classrooms Teachers Are Able to Collaborate

I think that this recommendation has the potential to have the most impact.
Currently in RS I believe that art teachers are one of the most underutilized
resources. They possess a wealth of knowledge in art concepts, art processes, art

history and cultures. They also possess a lot of knowledge in other core subject
matters. Youth who are exposed to rich and continuous arts experiences excel in
all other areas. These are our art teachers. They are well-rounded,
knowledgeable professionals with excellent problem solving skills, fabulous
classroom management, and a master of materials organization, use and clean up.

In order for classroom teachers and art teachers to collaborate they would
need access to each other before and after school for staff meetings, planning time
and conversations during transitional times.

Art teachers would also need

a

healthy knowledge of their students in order to plan and communicate effectively

with the classroom teachers. Most importantly the collaborating teachers need to
form a trusting and respectful relationship. This comes with spending time
together and getting to know each other.
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Provide Teachers with Training in Art
More training could be provided to teachers so that they can become more
knowledgeable in art and learn ways to use art in their instructional programming.
These trainings could be in the form of workshops that are offered for a fee to
teachers outside of the school day and during the summer through the community

education department. The school district could offer evening or weekend
courses and offer a stipend for teachers to attend or give college credits. The

school district could offer classes during the school day and would have to pay for
a sub for the teacher.
a class

An art expert could come into the classroom and present to

with the classroom teacher as an observer and learner in the process.

Teachers could be given time during the day to watch videos, study books or meet

with other art professionals. The District could advocate for the arts and
encourage teachers to get more training in art on their own through community
organizations.

Give Teachers More Planning Time During the School Day
The district and individual schools could provide more time for arts
planning within the school

day. The school day could start later or end earlier.

Students could have a longer lunch or recess

time. Coaches or specialists could

cover classes to give teachers more time. Larger school wide activities could be
planned using volunteer and PTA to give teachers time to plan.

6B

How Do My Recommendations Support the District Mission Statement and
Objectives?

I believe that my recommendations align directly with the district strategic

plan. Firstly, in order for every student to meet their full potential and personal
talents they need to be exposed to all competencies including all of the creative

arts. Secondly, to be part of a global community it is essential to have an
understanding of other cultures and oneself. The arts promote self-awareness and

cultural understanding. Lastly, the district promotes a collaborative learning
environment with community partnerships. Collaboration between art experts and
classroom teachers addresses this goal directly. In the strategic plan it states, "we

will not allow an existing mind-set to prohibit us from creating new ways to
address where, when and how learning

occurs." This statement encourages me to

present my findings to the district and believe that change is possible.

Limitations
Things

I Missed
There are some things that I would do differently if I repeated this study. I

would have asked more questions during the interview. I would have re-asked the
survey questions to the interview participants. I would ask the questions in
exactly the same way to all the interview participants. I would revise the
questions.

I would have asked more questions because it was not always clear to me

if

a teacher had

participated in art integration. If I had asked more questions
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about the projects they had done it may have given me more insight into whether
the projects were truly art integration.

I think that people may answer questions differently in person than they
would on an Internet questionnaire. I compared each teacher's survey answers to
their interview answers and I don't feel that they were entirely consistent. On the
survey the teachers rated themselves less knowledgeable and experienced in art
than they did in the interviews (see Figure 4.2). If I had asked the exact same
questions I could have compared them. I am also wondering how much the

Minnesota "nice" and humility played into their answers on the survey. In the
interview I was able to hear more about their experiences and rate them myself.
On the survey they had to rate themselves. In my experience the teachers I work

with tend to air on the side of humility.
I would have asked some questions in a clearer way. When I asked the
question "what is your understanding of art?" I didn't get the type of response I

expected. I wanted to hear about the person's knowledge of art principals and
elements like line, color, balance, and texture. Instead I might ask "What are the
12 art principals and art elements?"

In a repeated study I would send a separate survey out to all the
elementary art teachers in the RS district. Since there are only

I

I think I could

have gotten responses from all of them. I would have asked them the following
questions: What is your expertise? Are you trained in art integration? Have you
collaborated with classrooms teachers in the past? Do you now? Why? Why
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not? What do you think could be done to strengthen the art department in the
district?
Things That Didn't Go as Expected

I thought that more people with art experience would have responded to
the survey. I was expecting that people would be interested in participating
because of the subject matter. Instead,
responded were people who knew

I found that most of the people who

me. This is a limitation because I don't feel

that my sample adequately represents the district's population.

Also, I was surprised to hear how many teachers had collaborated with
others to provide art experiences to their students. I was surprised because so
many teachers said that they had little of no knowledge of art and art integration.

I let too much time pass between writing the proposal and literature review
and finishing the project. As a result most of my literature review was based on

older resources. Also there is a gap between the literature review and the rest of
the paper. Knowing what I know now I would go back and redo the research in

order to write a literature review that marries with the rest of the paper.

Limitations

My sample size was small. Even though 52 responses were adequate for
my survey, I realize that it was still a small sample size. A larger sample size
would have enabled me to make broader generalizations and be more confident in
the conclusions that I made. I chose to send the survey out in January because it
is a less stressful time of the year. I sent the survey out 2 times which helped me

to get more responses. I could have sent it out a third time. Overall, I know that

*?
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it is hard to ask them to do one more thing. Other than

asking them face-to-face I am not sure what I could have done to get more
responses from the survey.

I chose to do ten interviews so that it would be manageable. The
interview participants were chosen only by their willingness to volunteer. I had
thought that I would be able to pick and choose whom I would interview, but I

didn't have that flexibility. I feel that there are more teachers out there who have
more experience with the arts. I would have liked to interview more of them.

I also didn't get any responses from art teachers. I did end up
interviewing three art teachers informally. They were not part of my initial plan
and therefore they were not included in my IRB proposal.

I felt very

guarded in

reporting what they said, so I paraphrased heavily. If they had been part of my

initial interviews I may have been able to get more in depth information.
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Chapter 6: Reflections
My Personal Connection to This Topic

Art was always very important to me in my childhood. I have vivid
memories of the types of projects I did in school and outside of school. The love

of art has followed me through my life in college, in the Peace Corps and in my
professional life and personal

without

it.

life. I can't

imagine what life would be like for me

To me art isn't an activity it is a way of interacting in with the world.

I have very clear memories of projects that I did when I was young. I
remember being part of a community education camp one summer when I was in

first or second grade. I specifically remember batiking fabric, sewing

a

pillow out

of the fabric and quilting the fabric. On fabric I drew a picture of an apple tree

with

a

bird's nest in

it.

Then I painted over the drawing with wax. Then I painted

the fabric with

dye. Then we ironed off the wax, sewed the fabric into a pillow

it.

The last thing I remember is quilting around the drawing with a

and stuffed

needle and thread. I

still have this pillow today. The memory is seared into my

brain. I remember the teacher telling me to put more detail into the tree and I
remember painting with the wax. This would have been a pretty involved project

for someone my age to do and it probably took me the whole week, but I loved
doing it and I felt successful.

In elementary school I also remember playing the cello and winning

a

competition to do a piece of artwork for the school play. The artwork was
projected up onto an overhead while the play was taking place. I specifically
remember a drawing I did of dancing elephants when I was in second grade.
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In high school I spent most of my extra time in the art room working on
whatever project I was doing for class. We had a great art department and I
remember taking drawing, photography, mixed media, sculpfure, pottery and an
independent art tutorial. I did a self-portrait bust out of clay that my mother still
has

in her living room. I also created several meaningful clay pieces that tied in

current events topics. One of my art teachers gave us assignments to visit
galleries so that we would make connections with art in our community. I did my
senior project, a 6 week internship with a professional artist where I made paper
and continued my interest in pottery and sculpture.

I even had a sculpfure that

traveled to Washington D.C. that won an award.

I really wanted to go to art school for college but my parents wanted me to
get a more rounded liberal arts education. I majored in art for the first two years I
was there but during the summer before my sophomore year I developed an
intense interest in

wolves. I spoke with my advisor when I returned to school that

fall about my interest in wolves and he suggested that I explore them from many
different perspectives. Take some biology classes, literature classes, sociology
classes and art classes and focus my course of study on the

wolf. I did this and

acfually created my own major. I ended up getting a degree in Biology because of
his advice. Art was the vehicle for me to do that. I also remembering using
mind-maps and works of art to help me study for my biology classes because they
were quite hard for me. I took a sociology class and asked the teacher

if I could

do all my projects on the relationships between humans and wolves throughout

history. I went to the Chicago Zoo andtook pictures of wolves and even

t4
interviewed passersby about what they thought about wolves. The summer after
my junior year I had the opporfunity to go to northern Idaho to work on a wolf
census

with the National Forest Service. I am blessed to have had those

experiences and I believe that it was my foundation in art and my creative

thinking that lead me to those experiences.

After graduating from college I applied to the Peace Corps because I
wanted to see how the rest of the world lived. I spent the first two years as a high
school biology teacher, but then my third year I worked with High School
students to create large murals on the side of the Elementary school depicting how

the local people interact with the surrounding rainforest. I had the chance to work

with the elementary school students to teach them about the murals, do skits about
the rainforest and sing songs and recite poems about the rainforest. This was a

life changing experience for me because I truly saw how art could be a vehicle for
learning about and sharing any topic. I was determined to continue this work
when I came back to the states.

After returning to the states I became an artist-in-residence with

a national

arts organization called Young Audiences. It provides artists the opporrunities to

go into school and work with classrooms to help support their core curriculum.
Perhaps a class was studying the food

chain. I would go in work with the class to

create a mural of a food chain. I did this for ten years and really saw the impact

that the arts can have on sludents. Kids come alive when they are doing art and
the arts become everlasting memories for a child.
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I knew when I chose a thesis topic that I wanted it to be something really
important to me. I thought about picking a reading topic since I am currently a
reading teacher, however, art is a part of who I am and I believe so deeply that it
needs to be apart of every child's
am doing

life. How can I use art more in the work that I

now? Luckily the professor who guided me through writing the

proposal was also a huge art enthusiastic although her passion focused more on

music. I really enjoyed the process of writing the proposal and literature review
for that class. It forced me to sSmthesize the information I had heard over the
years into a succinct narrative.

It also forced me to find evidence of the

importance of the arts on a child's learning.

As I began the process of writing the thesis I was also beginning a new
career as a reading specialist and my coursework took me in a different direction

for a while. It was a couple years later once I had settled into my new position at
my school finished all my coursework that I came back to the thesis and began

working on it again. At this point there had been some changes with in the
Department of Education at my university and I was being told that I should take
an action research class and get my thesis done in a couple of semesters. This

meant I would have had to change my topic. I thought about this, but really felt

strongly about continuing with the proposal that I had already started. There was
a personal reason behind

why I wanted to finish

it.

I thought that maybe it could

help me impact some change in my school district.

It took me a while to find an advisor and convince her that I could do this
independently without a class. I knew that I could do it, but I began to question
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completion when I was finding it harder and harder to find the time to work on it.
I knew that I had a five-year time frame and I have had experience with large
projects like this in the past and I knew I could be successful it so I just started

plugging away. I began the process of writing the IRB application. This seemed
daunting at first but I just jumped in and followed the guidelines of what they told
me to

do. I kept submitting it and fixing

the things they told me too

until it was

complete. I think it was a good lesson in getting something down and waiting for
feedback. Trying to make something perfect with the knowledge needed to do so
is a dead end so I had to rely on the feedback I got from my advisor and the IRB
committee.
Once I was able to send out the surveys and complete the interviews I was

reinvigorated. I was very nervous to send out the surveys though. I was worried
that I might put something in there that would deter people from responding. I
was also worried that I wouldn't get any responses back. I was so excited when I
started getting responses and I started sfudying the data. Considering that I was in
the middle of a very stressful year as a 5th grade classroom teacher that year, I

think I was able to look at the survey data pretty quickly and get started with my
interviews. The interviews were very exciting to me. I was really disappointed
because the first one that I scheduled did not show

up.

She ended

,p being out of

town for a funeral and had forgot to contact me. She was very apologetic and
rescheduled our interview. That was a scary start. I wanted to make sure that
people felt comfortable and I wanted to get all the data that I needed.
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Interviewing the teachers was a lot of fun. I knew most of them and it was
very interesting to learn more about them and their connections about art. It was
also great fun to meet new people through this process. There were quite a few
surprises that I had during those interviews. People had insights into art that I

would not have expected. I felt very optimistic about the fufure of art in the
district because everyone was so interested in it, saw its value and would like to
do more of it with the students.
The Scope of My Thesis

I remember when I began developing the study with my advisor she kept
telling me to naffow it down and I wanted to make it bigger. I wanted to include
all the teachers in the district and all the art forms. She suggested that I just do

a

few grade levels and just focus on visual art. Those were very smart suggestions
that made the project more manageable. Being an elementary teacher myself I
understand more about what goes on in the elementary schools. It would have
been harder for me to relate to the middle school and high school sfudent body
and environment.

I also have much more experience in visual art than the other

art forms so it was the obvious choice.
There are some ways however that I would be interested in expanding this

project. I would love to send out a separate survey to all the art teachers and ask
them about their experiences and needs as professionals. As a result I have
spoken with a couple of art teachers and talked to another through

email. I plan

on presenting the work that I have done to the district administration. Knowledge
about the art department

will

be an important piece to include.
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I am also thinking that it would be really interesting to do the same study
in a school district within a more active arts community with more local artists
and art organizations. I am sure that the results would be very different

conducted the survey in the community I grew up

in. I could

if I

make proposals as

to why each community is the way it is but more importantly one could act as a
model for the other.

Other Connections
Many of the professional articles I read to prepare my literature review
talked about the "arts." This includes all the art forms and I believe that they are

all equally valuable. Because of my background in visual art I chose just to focus
on that but I would have liked to have explored other art forms as

well. Although

it is common for all our schools to have music and art teachers, I don't know of
any schools teaching dance and theater. I would like to explore why this is and

what can be done to change this. Are teachers just as interested in thos e art forms.

I am guessing that the answer is yes.
What Would I Do Dffirently?

My first thought is that I would like to have gotten the paper finished
more quickly. However, I thiilk that the time for rumination of ideas was

important. For example, I had written the findings chapter two summers ago and
it didn't feel right. It wasn't until I spoke with a fellow reading teacher who was
also working on her Master's project that I was able to look at my chapter from a

different perspective and rework

it.

We began meeting to offer each other support

on our projects and she suggested the idea of using mind maps. This is when

it
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dawned on me that I hadn't analyzed my data thoroughly enough. I hadn't had
the right kind of information to

pull from when writing the chapter, This is when

I started all over again with the interview data. I made some mind maps and
typed all the responses out and laid them out in a visual format that I could
interact with. When I actually looked objectively at the data instead of going

off

of impressions I had one insight after the next. The themes just came flowing out.
This was thrilling and invigorating.
Unforrunately these new insights came right at the beginning of a new
school year. I decided to start working with a life coach to help me accomplish
some of my

life goals. The first one was for her to help me carve out some sacred

time to work on my thesis. Once I established these times I started getting a lot
more done.

Evaluation of the Final Draft

I am very happy with the overall paper. I have written on a topic that is
important to me and could affect the quality of children's educations. I am

thrilled that the conclusions I came to were clear and were supported by data and
by the conversations I had with the three art teachers. I spent the most time on
chapter

4 and therefore I feel that this is the strongest chapter. I had the most

feedback and interaction with my advisor on this chapter.

I tend to use a lot of superfluous language. I wish that I had been better
focused on simplifying my writing and making the paragraphs better structured
and more clear. I have done a lot of trimming and restructuring as a result.

BO

I would like to redo the research for the literature review with more
updated resources and a clearer vision of necessary content. Many of quotations

that I put in the literafure review are too complex and the ideas get lost. I am sure

I could find simpler quotations to support the points I was trying to make.
I am looking forward to the opporfunity to be able to present my research
to an audience and answer questions. I think this

will give me closure and

provide an excellent opporfunity to reflect on the

project. Of course it would

great

be

if I could dive right into another study like this one, but I am not sure that is

in my future plans.
The final part of this project will be to present this data to my school

district in order to implement change. I would like to begin with my own school.

I could present my findings to the staff

at

my school to see if they are receptive to

experimenting with art collaboration. We would need to proper support to make
this happen. The building principal, administration and PTSA would need to be
on board. The next step would involve presenting the plan to the district

curriculum director to see if there is any support to help our building implement
the

plan. Then with the curriculum director's help I could explore ways to

share

the plan with the curriculum committee, superintendent and school board. I

would need to present ways to financially support the proposal. Perhaps we could
even become a choice school. The findings that

the school's mission statement so I am hopeful.

I made are directly aligned with
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Appendix A

Online Survey
In this survey I use the termvisual art integration.

"Arts integration is an approach to teaching in which students construct and demonstrate
understanding through an art form. Students engage in a creative process which connects an art
form and another subject area and meets evolving objectives in both." -Kennedy Center for the
Arts

Survey Questions:

L What grade do you teach?

K
I
7
3

4
5

Comments
2. What is your knowledge of visual art?

no knowledge
novice
becoming proficient

proficient
expert
Comments
3. What is your knowledge of visual art integration?

no knowledge
novice
becoming proficient

proficient
expert
Comments
4. What is your experience using visual art in the classroom?
no experience
novice
becoming proficient

proficient

85
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expert
Comments
5. What is your experience using visual art integration in the classroom?

no experience
novice
becoming proficient

proficient
expert
Comments
6. Have you collaborated with other teachers to provide visual art integration lessons in your
classroom?
once or twice

sometimes
often
always

Comments

t"'\

7. As a continuation of this project, Alexis would like to interview some teachers. It is not
necessary to have visual art experience to be a part of the interview phase. If you are willing to be
interviewed please include your name and contact information below. Thanksl
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Appendix B

IRB Approval
Institutional Research Board
Augsburg College

Box

125

22ll

Riverside
Minneapolis MN 55454

June 20,2011

To: Alexrs Zaccariello
From: Bridget Robinson-Riegler, Chair

I am pleased to inform you that the IRB has approved your application for "The
Role of Visual Art Integration in Rochester Public Elementary Schools."
Your IRB approval number that should be noted in your written project and in any
major documents alluding to the research project is:
20 r

1

-38-2

Your IRB approval expires one year from the date above, unless you request an
extension prior to the deadline. Please inform the IRB of any changes in your
address or e-mail.
I wish you success with your project. If you have any questions, you may contact
me: 6 12-330- 1498 or robinson@aussburs.edu.

B8

Appendix C
School District Approval
From:

,'PXXXX DIXXX''

XX.

us)

To:
"'zaccari e @.algsburg. edu"' <zac cari e@au gsburg. edu>
Cc:
Sent:

Tue, 26 Jul 201 1 l5: I 0:20 +0000
Subject:
RE: Research Request
Alexis,

Your request to do research with RXXXX Public Schools has been approved.
Thank you

DiXXX L. PXXXX
Office Manager
Home School Coordinator
Elementary & Secondary Education

(xxx) xxx-xxx
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Appendix D
Invitations Sent to Teachers

Dear Fellow Teacher,
I would like to invite you to be a part of my master's research. Your
opinion is important; therefore I am hoping that you agree to answer 7
questions about the use of visual art in the classroom. The survey will
only take a few minutes to complete and your responses will be an
invaluable contribution to my understanding of the role of the arts in

elementary education.
Please open the following link entitled "survey consent form" and read
the consent form before completing the survey at the bottom.

Thank you for all you do!
Alexis Zaccariello
Rochester Public School District Teacher
Survey consent form (link to click on)

Consent Form
The Role of Visual Art Integration in Rochester Public Elementary Schools
Survey Consent Form

You are invited to be in a research study of the role of visual arts
integration in the Rochester Public Elementary Schools. You were
selected as a possible participant because you are an elementary
classroom teacher in the Rochester Public School District. I ask that
you read this form before completing the attached survey.

This study is heing conducted by me as part of my master's
proiect in education at Augsburg College. My advisor is Vicki Olson,
Director of Master's of Arts in Education, Augsburg College.
Background Information :
The purpose of this study is to understand how classroom
teachers use visual art in their classrooms both as a stand-alone subject
and as a way to support core subiects.
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Procedures:

If you agree to be in this study, I would askyou to complete a simple 7
question survey. It will take a few minutes to complete. If you would like to
be in the second phase of the study, flrr interview, I will ask you to provide
you contact information. I will choose people to participate in the interview
based on their responses to the survey. The interview will take an hour or
less and will take place at a local coffee shop. You may participate in the
sursey without participating tin the interview.
Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:

The study has no risks. There are no direct benefits; however,
teachers will benefit indirectly by the knowledge that is gathered
through this survey. This knowledge may be used to support and
encourage the use of visual art in the classroom,
Confidentiality:
The records of this study will be kept confidential. The results will be
written up in a final paper and submitted to the Augsburg Department of
Education. The paper will be placed in the Lindell Library and a copy will
also be given to the Rochester Puhlic School District. It may also be
published in a professional journal, I will not include any information that
will make it possible to identify you. All data will be kept in a locked file in
my personal residence. Only my advisor, Vicki Olson and I will have access
to the data, If the research is terminated for any reason, all data will be
destroyed. All raw data will be destroyed by June 2014.
Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your
current or future relations with Augsburg College, Rochester Public
School District or the researcher. If you decide to participate, you are
free to withdraw at any time without affecting those relationships.
Contacts and Questions:
The researcher conducting this study is Alexis Zaccariello. If you
have questions, you may contact me at
alzaccariello@rochester.k12.mn.us. My advisor's name is Vicki Olson,
Director of Master's of Arts in Education, Augsburg College.
olsonv@augsburg.edu; 6L2-330- 1- 13 1.

You may print a copy of this email to keep for your records.
Statement of Consent:
I have read the above information and I consent to participate in
the study. I also consent to allowing the researcher to quote me
directly. Completion of the survey implies consent.
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Surveymonkey,com fsuruey link to click on)
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Appendix

E,

Interview Consent Form
The Role of Visual Art Integration in Rochester Public Elementary Schools
Interview Consent Form
You are invited to be in a research study of the role of visual art in the Rochester public
elementary schools. You were selected as a possible participant because you responded to the
survey and expressed interest in participating in the interview phase of the study. I ask that you
read this form and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to be in the study.
This study is being conducted by me, Alexis Zaccariello, as part of my master's project in
Education at Augsburg College. My advisor is Vicki Olson, Director of Master's of Arts in
Education, Augsburg College.

Background Information

:

The purpose of this study is to hear first hand accounts of how classroom teachers use
visual art in their classrooms both as a stand-alone subject and as a way to support core subjects.

Procedures:
If you agree to be in this study, I would ask you to allow me to interview you about your
experiences with visual art in your classroom(s), your background knowledge of visual art, and your
plans to use visual art in the classroom in the future. You can choose not to answer any of the questions
and you can terminate the interview at any time. The interview will be recorded and it witl take one hour
or less.
Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:
The study has no risks. There are no direct benefits; however, teachers will benefit
indirectly by the knowledge that is gathered through this survey. This knowledge may be used to
support and encourage the use of visual art in the classroom. Teachers may also, by virtue of
meeting the researcher, become part of a network of educators who value and actively participate
in integrating visual art in the classroom.

Confidentiality:
The records of this study will be kept confidential. The results will be written up in a
final paper and submitted to the Augsburg Department of Education. The paper will be placed in
the Lindell Library and a copy will also be given to the Rochester Public School District. It may
also be published in a professional journal. I will not include any information that will make it
possible to identify you. All data and audio recordings wiil be kept in a locked file at rny personal
residence. Only my advisor, Vicki Olson, and I will have access to the data and recordings. If the
research is terminated for any reason, all data and recordings will be destroyed. All raw data and
recordings will be destroyed by June 2014. While I will make every effort to ensure
confidentiality, anonymity cannot be guaranteed due to the srnall number to be interviewed.

Yoluntary Nature of the Study:
Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your current or future relations
with Augsburg College, Rochester Public School District or the researcher. If you decide to
participate, you are free to withdraw at any time or skip any of the questions without affecting
those relationships.

Contacts and Questions:
I, Alexis Zaccariello, am the researcher conducting this study. You may ask any
questions you have now. If you have qucstions later, you may contact me at
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ariel
chester kl2.rnn
or (507) 316-1362. My advisor is Vicki Olson, Director of
Master's of Arts in Education, olsonv(@aussburg.edu; 612-330-1131

You will be given a copy of this form to keep for your records.
Statement of Consent:

I have read the above information or have had it read to me. I have received answers to questions
asked. I consent to participate in the study.
Signature
Date
Signature of investigator
Date

I consent to be audio-taped
Signature

Date

I consent to allow use of my direct quotations in the published thesis document.
Signature
Date
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Appendix F
Analysis of Survey Data

lessons into vour classroom?
L media specialist said often
1 other said sometimes
l- other said once or twice
2 other said never.
ALWAYS

OFTEN

K

SOMETIMES

II,400/o

1
2

In.4zoh

ONCE OR
TWICE

NEVER

1,200/o

11,400/o

VIIII, 60%

v.33%

I,'L40/o

J

ll,29o/o

L

1.200/o

II,4O%

lll,420/o
tilt,570/o
II. 400/o

III,

il-.220/o

III,33%

.)

5

I,

330/o

LL0/o

Multi-grade

t, L30/o
I. l-3o/o
II. 250/o
III,3B%
COMMENT: L NO RESPONSE (3RDJ, NO RESPONSE [1trJ, NO RESPONSE

[orHERJ
said either never or once or twice

7 4o/o

A first grade teacher asked, "what do you mean by visual arts?"

What grade do you teach?
Of my survey 5 teach kdg, l-5 teach first grade, 7 teach 2nd and 3rd grade, 5
teach 4il'grade, 9 teach sth grade, B teach multiple grades [K-5 special ed., K-5
PhyEd, 1-5 media specialist, K-5 ESOL, k-5 media specialist, l--3 reading
specialist, K-5 music, K-5 didn't specify subjectJ.

exnert

-K

Proficient

Becomins

il,130/o

nroficient
IL 40%
ll, 130/o

Novice
l,200/o

II.40olo

v, 33%

J

1.1,40/o

vt.40%
IIII. 57%
ll. Z9o/o

4.

1,200/o

III.6O%

1
?
r)

il,220/o
L l Lolo
Multi-srade
u.250/a
I. L3oln
COMMENTS: 1 NO RESPONSE [alu]
7604 said either no experience or novice
5

none

v,56%
IIII, 5OO/O

ilt, 420/o
IIII,57OlO

l,lla/o
1, L30/0
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Expert

Proficient

Becoming

9s

Novice

rlg-pe

l,200/o

II.40%

VIII,53%

III.

nroficient
K

11,400/o

L

II,

1-30/o

rl, 13%

ur,

Z
.)

I. L40/o

J

4

H.290/o

IIII.

1,200/o

il,220/o
fi.220/o
Multi-qrade
II. 25olo
tL,250/o
72%o salrs either no experience or novice
5

2 09/o

L00%

IIII.

570/o

B0o/o

v,560/o
IIII. 5O%

?

Expert

Proficient

K

1.200/o

t,200/o

t.200/o

II.40%

1

1.60/o

l-39ro
-I.ILL40/o

VIII. 53%
III. 43%
llll,570/o
IIII, BO%
v, 569/0
III, 3B%

llll.260/o

Becomins

Novice

none

proficient

Z

3

!

t,200/o

l. LL0/o
u.220to
5
Multi-srade
III. 3Bo/o
770lo said either no knowledge or novice

ilt.

430/a

III, 43olo

l, L10/o
Lt.250/o

What is your knowledge of visual art?
Exnert

+

Proficient

Becomins

Novice

none

t.20a/o

t.200/o

II.40o/o

IL

proficient
K

t,200/o

1

L

II, 13%

x,

1.14o/o

VI, 86%

J

1.140/o

4

t.20%

III.43%
IIII. BO%

2
.'t

60/o

ll,220/o
Lt.220/o
5
Multi-srade
III. 3B%
r. 13%
710lo answered either no knowledge or novice

660/o

V.560/n

IIIL

50o/o

13olo

III,43%
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Appendix G

SurveyMonkey Report for Each Participant
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SurveyMonkey Four-page Report of All Participant Rcsponses
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Appendix I
Bars graphs of Survey Data
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J

Sample of Interview Notes

Questions

Interview #4

Interview #5

Interview #6

1

Third grade

Third grade,6th grade English and

4th

2

first and second grade
in XXXX for 6 years, then I

reading,

4rh and

grade

5th language arts,

kde,
13 years,

15 years

stayed home for ten years, then I
was a para at XXXXX for one

3

year, reading math support for
one year [school name) , 3 years
teaching first grade [School
name), and 4 years at XXXXX [5
and 3'd')
Northern University in XXXX
Undergrad in elem ed, XXX
licensure and XXX licensure, then
a master's in 1989 elem ed Univ
of )fiXX

4

5

In the beginning of the year it is
getting to know the students and
find where they are and finding
where they can end up seeing
their potential. I want them to
want to be here. I want to create
that environment so that kids
want to come. She got a nice
note from a parent "my son has
never been so excited to come
everyday" her first year. She
creates a safe and welcoming
environment. She wants to be a
constant for all the kids no
matter what their background is.
The art training that I had at
undergrad was one semester and
I had a spiral notebook ofcraflts
we could do, I tied crafts into
poetry and writing stories. I go
to the art museum in the cities, I
have little art resource books of
different artists that I read on my
own. There is so much of the
arts that I don't know. I read
them. I don't have any formal
education in the arts and I
haven't been able to integrate
them into my classroom very
well.

20 years, 4rh grade 5th grade, 4-5
multi age, 6th grade science in a
middle school setting, ESL in the 7th

and

Undergrad BA-XXXXX College
(STAP) pushed into classes daily
and field experience, ESOL and
Reading programs field
experience
Endorsement-K-6
Master's in Curriculum and
I nstructi on-XX XXXXXXX,
Professional Learning Community
Framework. Two full days every
month. We did action research in
our classroom on that topic.
The growth that happens with
kids. Seeing kids respond and
then knowing how they can grow
or want to grow. How to light the
fire and where to take them when
the fire is lit.

B'h

grade

Degree in psycholory from
XXXXX University teaching license

This year has been difficult. I would
name specific students. That's why
I go.

Art teacher that was in )Offi)ffiX XX
we got to go weekly and it was my
highlight of the week. I felt like

I have always liked art. I am selftaught with drawing and painting.
When I was able to choose I chose

our brains could be let go to
explore. They guided us but we
got really just let our selves go,
They really tied it to literature and
writing. We had another
incrediable art teacher in 4th -6thwe went to the HS to see her, We
got to mold clay and work on the
potter's wheel. I felt like an adult
and it had a realworld application.
In HS it got a little lost because it
was more of an elective, We did
hobbies and crafts on the side
with my Mom. In college we had
to have a full semester of art, We

art classes advanced painting. At
university I only took what was
required. We took art preparatory
classes in case we had to teach.
IXXXX I had to teach art in the
classroom because they didn't have
art teachers. As a child I would do
my own art projects and turn them
into the county fair. A course in
teaching art and a couple course in

art. I learned the art concepts. We
also had to take music class for the
same purpose and we had to show
mastery in an instrument-mine was

the recorder.

t02

6

They were seasonal things like
penguins or sketches ofthe
Presidents, self-portrait

paintings kind-of things, cut and
past ones where they are all the
same that aren't as creative but
go more quickly. It was usually
seasonal and connected to
holidays, and we don't celebrate
those much anymore. Because
we are not celebrating the
holidays in schools we are doing
less crafts. The sketch the profile
of George Washington and
Abraham Lincoln-co nnected to
Presidents day, Most of the time
when I have done a craft or art it
is tied into a writing project
along with it or reading-a poem
of something.

had case studies. We had to
explore their art and worked
through Iots of different art with
them. We had them do many
different types of projects and
built a portfolio around that
student's art story. We teamed up
as groups to analyze art work.
That layed the foundation for the
whole semester. How could we
use art in cross content areas. If
we are do geography let's make a
paper mache globe. My nephew
who was five was the student that
I did the case study on.
The most meaningful art project
was teaching 6rh grade, To make
language arts come alive we had
to make it applicable. How would
we use this as adults. How is art
in the real world. We did a
research project on Australia.
When we were studying Australia
we Iet kids pick groups based on
what they had to offer-were they
creative or did they like to present
etc... Then they would research
everything and then present it like
on an airplane. The classroom
turned into and airplane. They
had to have a least one piece that
used the arts. The did an art piece
that had to do with Australia.
One year we did a huge paper
mache animal to go with the
research project. It still hangs in

their Hallway in Plainview
Elementary in the High School,
WE did one every year and the
whole school participates, There
is a whale, a koala, a dragon. They
had a full hour ofart every 5 days.
Here in Rochester it's every 6 days
and there is not as much of a

7

Art-fun, but I am a stick person
myself. Creative people. I have
really creative people in my
family. My sister in law draw
works at Univ of )0fiX she draws
the pictures in medical journal,
My nephew has a bachelor of fine
art from Washington state
paintings things and his wife is a
photographer. That is how they
make a living. They frame things
and show them.

Art in the classroom- If I present

it it is not the same

as someone

with a strong art background
would present it. WE have no
art curriculum. It makes me
panic because I don't have any
background,

connection between the classroom
teacher and the art teacher.
Art- Art to me is anything, piece of
form of expressing yourself

Art in the classroom- any time you
are using muti modalities to share
out who you are and your creative
styles. How do you express
yourself vocally through

Should art be integrated into the
classroom or should it be taught by
a specialist. I would role out a bog
sheet of paper and put down the
primary colors and have the
students explore the colors. "how
many shades of blue can you do
etc..." Then we painted tress. The
students painted the typical "trees"
with the straight trunk etc... We cut
them out and took them out and
compared them to real trees. WE
talked about how nature doesn't
like perfection. We went back into
the classroom and created trees that
looked more like trees. They
learned different methods of
painting. This was when I was
working with the ESL students in
Texas. It was an art lesson that I
ultimately did learn how to
integrate it into the curriculum..
Totally integrated thematic
instruction was going on in the
school. We tool out science or social
studies then we integrated the
reading, writing and math. That's
when I started integrating more of
the arts. The arts are a great way to
show emotion. Graphic novels are a
good example of that. When you are
talking about inferences.
Art-many mediums, should have
meaning, portray a thouBht emotion
or scene flrom their mind.

Art in the classroom- teaching art,
artists express the should ofour
country and our culture. We need
the next group ofartists to rise up

movement etc...
Visual arts inegration- what can
someone visual portray to
someone else. Express their
creative side in multi modalities,
paper mache, making your own,
painting, plays anything that
would be able to express a
different way of being able to
assess how a student learned
something. Let's use the arts to
share out some of the characters.

Teaching art with the curriculum
and aiso using arr to teach the

curriculum
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Art integration-l see it as steps
above what I do in the classroom
We are so focused on the
academics.

B

Time and I would need
instruction and expectations of
what to expect from the students
as faras visual integration. I
need a starting point and
objective or rubric to follow. I
would need an objective or
rubric to follow.
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Have writer response to the story
and have a movie advertisement. I
will fully be able to understand if
the student truly got it because it
is authentic. Every kids connect in
a different way so it becomes so

much more rich. If everyone were
to take the same test it doesn't
create a rich environment. I think
art integration is lost and I am not
sure why. If we are too tight with
curriculum then people can't feel
creative, or ifthe creative side has
to be there first before we apply it
to the curriculum. It is not
encourages to flourish.
Collaboration is huge, In XXXXXXX
we were really excited about that
and we did it with art and outdoor

education. I have also done plays.
Having the kids create the
costumes and the background and
have them create the plays, What
would the adult world be like.

rid of AYP SF, everyday math
and extend the school day by 45
minutes. I feel very constrained by
Get

the curriculum.

10r+
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Appendix L

Chart of Art Experiences
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